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ABSTRACT 

This treatise examines the legacy of French horn player, Jean Devémy, who taught at the Paris 

Conservatory from 1937 to 1969.  Thirty-one pieces for horn by twenty-six composers were used 

during those years in the Concours de Prix, an annual competition for students.  Many of these 

pieces have been forgotten and deserve to be revived.  The first chapter of the treatise contains an 

introduction explaining the significance of the treatise.  Additionally, it includes information 

about the history of the horn in France and the Paris Conservatory Concours de Prix. The second 

chapter presents biographical information for Jean Devémy, and the third chapter examines his 

teaching.  The fourth chapter begins with an overview of the thirty-one pieces written for 

Devémy’s classes and the twenty-six composers who wrote them.  It is followed by smaller 

sections about each piece and its composer.  The two appendices attached to this document are a 

discography of Jean Devémy’s recordings and a chronological list of the morceaux de concours 

examined in this document, along with their respective ranges.   
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 In the nineteenth century, with increased wealth from industrialization, the United States 

public began to establish orchestras.  Many of the musicians in these orchestras were immigrants, 

mostly from Germany and Bohemia.  To this day, many of the instrumental traditions or schools 

in the United States are in the German tradition; the horn is no exception.  German and 

Bohemian horn players who made careers in the United States include Bruno Jaenicke, Carl 

Geyer, Henry Schmitz, Joseph Franzl, and Max Pottag.  Today, most American horn players play 

on German-style horns and focus primarily on Austro-German repertoire.  Concertos by W. A. 

Mozart, Richard Strauss and his father, Franz, and Franz Joseph Haydn are standard works, 

along with sonatas by Paul Hindemith and Joseph Rheinberger and the Johannes Brahms’ Horn 

Trio.  The average undergraduate horn player will play three standard French works:  the Dukas 

Villanelle, Bozza’s En Forêt, and the Saint-Saëns Morceau de Concert.  A few will play the 

Poulenc Élégie or the Françaix Divertimento.  This leaves a wealth of French repertoire 

neglected by most American collegiate horn players. While it is important to learn standard 

repertoire, there are many hidden gems in the existing French repertoire. 

 In exploring twentieth-century French repertoire, it is common to see inscriptions “à Jean 

Devémy.”  As horn professor at the renowned Paris Conservatory for over thirty years, from 

1937 to 1969, Devémy had a powerful influence on the development of horn playing and 

repertoire in France in the twentieth century.  Thirty-one pieces from twenty-six composers, all 

French, were commissioned as examination pieces during Devémy’s tenure at the Paris 

Conservatory.  Only two have become standard pieces in the American repertoire:  Bozza’s En 

Forêt and the Françaix Divertimento.  The remaining twenty-nine pieces are of mixed quality, 
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but hidden in this collection are works that deserve more recognition and exposure.  Study of the 

musical context in which they were written and the style in which they were meant to be played 

is essential to their success.   

The purpose of this document is to establish the relevance and importance of the legacy 

of Jean Devémy by examining the life and teaching of Jean Devémy, the distinctive style of his 

playing, the composers who wrote new pieces for his horn classes, and the pieces themselves.  In 

addition, this document serves as a source of information on the examination pieces of the Paris 

Conservatory horn classes from 1937 to 1969, a selection of repertoire that is largely unknown to 

many horn players, teachers, and enthusiasts. 

Within this document, the focus of the research is on Jean Devémy and the thirty-one 

new pieces used as contest pieces by the horn studio at the Paris Conservatory between 1938 and 

1969.  Pieces used before 1938 and after 1960 are not examined here, nor are pieces used by 

other studios or conservatories.  Unless otherwise noted, all translations from the French are my 

own. 

 

Definitions of Terms 

French horn:  The descriptor “French” will only be applied to the musical instrument when the 

instrument being described is French; the term “French horn” as generally applied to the musical 

instrument is a misnomer and will not be used in this document. 

Prix de Rome:  The term Prix de Rome (Prize of Rome) can describe competitions in various 

disciplines of the arts; however, in this document, it is used to refer specifically to the prestigious 

composition award given annually, from 1803 to 1968. 
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Pitch Notation:  Pitches notated within this document are given using the Helmholtz system, 

which is the preferred pitch notation system for the International Horn Society (Figure 1).  All 

pitches referring to the horn part are given in F horn, not concert pitch.   

 

 

Figure 1:  Helmholtz Pitch Notation System 

 

An Overview of the History of the Horn in France 

 The first metal ancestors of the modern horn were developed in Germany in the thirteenth 

century, where they were used for signaling while hunting.  By the seventeenth century, the horn 

had been brought to France, where French physicist Marin Marsenne described various types in 

his 1636 treatise Harmonie universelle.1  Hunting had become an integral part of French 

aristocratic society, as a stylized pastime that also allowed for social interaction, training for war, 

and the display of aristocratic bearing and etiquette.2  As the sport became more artificial and 

codified, the signaling calls of the horn became more complex and were attached to various 

                                                           
1 Renato Meucci and Gabriele Rocchetti. "Horn." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University 

Press, accessed September 9, 2014, 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.proxy.lib.fsu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/13353. 
2 “Medieval hunting,” Wikipedia, accessed March 15, 2013, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medieval_hunting. 
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rituals of the event, such as when the dogs are given pieces of the deer to eat.  The earliest horn 

calls, played on an animal horn, were purely rhythmic; however, with the advent of metal horns, 

triadic calls could be produced by using the harmonics of the third octave of the instrument’s 

range.  These are the calls most often associated with the hunt in classical music.  By the 

eighteenth century, the fashion changed to calls using the fourth octave of harmonics, allowing 

for diatonic melodies.3  These diatonic calls were catalogued by Jean de Serré de Rieux in 1734. 

 As the popularity of opera rose in the court of Louis XIV of France, the horn was 

incorporated into the orchestra as a means of evoking the popular pastime of hunting in music.  

Although Francesco Cavalli is credited with the first appearance of horns in opera, Jean-Baptiste 

Lully was the first to use them in France, in his opera La Princesse d’Elide, premiered at 

Versailles in 1664.4  From its use in opera, the horn made its way into the orchestra where it was 

frequently used as a means of evoking the forest and the romanticized nobility of the hunt. 

 As the horn became a standard part of orchestral music, its construction began to evolve 

to produce a sound that, while reminiscent of the hunting horn, was more well-suited to being 

played indoors.  Crooks allowed players to play in more than one key, and Viennese 

modifications to the bore and bell produced a more mellow sound.  The most important 

advancement in the development of the horn during this time was the discovery of hand horn 

technique, attributed to the Bohemian horn player, Anton Joseph Hampel (1710-1771).5  By 

using the hand to close off the bell, either partially or completely, the horn player could produce 

                                                           
3 Raymond Monelle, The Musical Topic:  Hunt, Military and Pastoral (Bloomington:  Indiana University Press, 

2006):  42. 

4 Meucci and Rocchetti. 

5 Susan J. Rekward, “The Horn at the Paris Conservatoire and its Morceaux de Concours to 1996,” Master's thesis, 

University of North Texas, 1997, 26. 
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the full chromatic scale, allowing composers more flexibility in writing for the horn.   

 In 1795, Hampel’s student, Heinrich Domnich was named professor of horn at the Paris 

Conservatory, where he further developed the technique of hand horn playing.  Domnich’s 

Méthode de Premier et de Second Cor was adopted as the official method book for the 

conservatory.  Domnich shared the horn studio of the Paris Conservatory with Frédéric-Nicolas 

Duvernoy, who also wrote a Méthode pour le Cor, in which he presented the first set of 

chromatic hand positions for the entire range of the instrument.6  Duvernoy was succeeded by 

Louis-François Dauprat, who taught from 1816 to 1842.  During this time, the valved horn was 

introduced into France, but Dauprat feared that, with the valves, the instrument would lose its 

character without the shadings and nuances of stopped notes.7  Pierre-Joseph Meifred was 

appointed by the Paris Conservatory to teach a class on the valved horn in 1833 but, after his 

retirement in 1864, the valved horn was not taught again until 1903, under François Brémond.  

This preference for the hand horn is evident in French repertoire, particularly in the examination 

pieces of the Paris Conservatory.  Dauprat was succeeded in 1842 by Louis-François Gallay, 

who is often considered to be the last great hand horn virtuoso in France.8  The two succeeding 

horn professors, Jean-Baptiste-Victor Mohr (1842-1891) and François Brémond (1891-1923), 

remained dedicated to the hand horn, even as the valved horn became more and more common.  

The popularity of Wagner in France left Parisian horn players no choice but to play valved horn, 

and French composers, including Massenet and Franck, began to write for the instrument as 

well.9  Finally, Brémond saw the valved horn as too important to ignore and began requiring its 

                                                           
6 Rekward, 30. 

7 John Humphries, The Early Horn:  A Practical Guide (Cambridge:  Cambridge University Press, 2000):  18. 

8 Rekward, 32. 
9 Humphries, 20. 
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usage in his classes beginning in 1897.10  In 1903, the horn class at the Paris Conservatory was 

officially changed to the valved horn. 

 

The Paris Conservatory Concours de Prix 

 One of the oldest music schools in existence today, the Paris Conservatory was founded 

in 1795.  Under its charter, the Conservatoire National de Musique et de Déclamation, as it was 

formally named, was granted one hundred fifteen professors and six hundred students, under the 

patronage of the Republic. Many of its first professors were members of the Musique de la Garde 

Nationale, the nation’s top military band. 11   Today, the school’s official name is the 

Conservatoire Nationale Superieure de Musique et de Danse de Paris.  A second National 

Conservatory was added in 1980, in Lyons.   

 In 1797, the Paris Conservatory held its first Concours de Prix, a contest in which 

students competed for prizes.  The concours became a yearly tradition, suspended temporarily 

during the political instability of the 1815 Second Restoration, but reestablished in 1818.  Since 

then, it has been temporarily suspended in times of war but continues to be held each June.  Four 

categories of prizes are given out in each class:  Premier prix (First Prize), Deuxième prix 

(Second Prize), Premier accessit (First Honorable Mention), and Deuxième accessit (Second 

Honorable Mention).  The Premier prix is the goal of every student and will generally ensure a 

successful career in music.12 

                                                           
10 Rekward, 32. 

11 Rekward, 8. 

12 Frank Edward Romero, “’Morceaux de Concours pour trompette et cornet,’ contest pieces of the Paris 

Conservatory, 1835-1999,” DMA Dissertation, University of Oklahoma, 2001:  22. 
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 At the beginning of the Concours de Prix, the contest consisted of a solo work, the 

morceau de concours, usually composed by the instrumental professor, and sight-reading.  

Eventually, the Conservatory began commissioning the morceau de concours, holding the name 

of the composer and the work in strictest confidence until two months before the contest took 

place.  Today, the Concours de Prix also requires a second piece, usually selected from the 

standard repertoire, a practice that began in 1970, the year after Devémy’s death, and a third 

piece of the candidate’s choice, added in 1985.13  The purpose of the morceau de concours is to 

exhibit the full technical capabilities of the instrument; to this end, recent additions to the 

repertoire have included extended techniques, such as flutter tonguing, taped accompaniments, 

and half-valved sounds.14  In Devémy’s years at the Conservatory, lip trills, stopped horn, and 

muted horn appeared in almost every morceau de concours as the advanced techniques required 

on the horn but, as demands on the horn player have changed, the morceaux have evolved to 

demonstrate these new practices.    

                                                           
13 Rekward, 22. 
14 Rekward, 22. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

JEAN DEVÉMY 

Biography  

 Jean Devémy was born in 1898 in Valenciennes, a French city located near the Belgian 

border.  Initially, he was attracted to the oboe, but the horn teacher at the Conservatoire de 

Valenciennes, Arthur Cantin, had a “friendly and noble air,” so Devémy chose to study with him 

instead.15  In addition to his horn lessons, Devémy took solfège with Cantin’s wife, who noted 

the “joli timbre” (pretty timbre) of her student’s voice.16  He won the Prix d’honneur at the 

Valenciennes Conservatory in 1914. In the same year, Devémy became a civilian prisoner of 

war.  During the First World War, over 100,000 civilians were taken prisoner by the Germans 

from France, Belgium, Romania, and Russia as hostages and to work in civilian workers’ 

battalions.  Conditions were harsh, and it is likely from this experience that Devémy retained his 

life-long dislike of the Germans.17  Fortunately, in 1916, he was needed by the German 

authorities to play the horn, thereby escaping forced labor while also gaining the opportunity to 

play under the great German conductors and play repertoire infrequently played in France, 

particularly Brahms and Strauss.18   

After the war, Devémy was incorporated into the First Regiment of Engineering, where 

he played principal horn in the regimental band at Versailles.  In 1921, he won the Premier prix 

by unanimous vote at the Paris Conservatory in the class of François Bremond and began his 

career, playing principal horn with the Colonne Orchestra and the band of the Republican Guard.  

                                                           
15 Daniel Bourgue, “Jean Devémy,” Lecture, November 3, 1984. 
16 Bourgue. 

17 Vincent Andrieux, email to the author, September 7, 2014. 
18 “Bourgue. 
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As a member of the Quintet of Soloists of the Republican Guard, he traveled throughout France 

and much of Europe, giving over one hundred fifty concerts.19  For many young French 

musicians, the idea of becoming a uniformed member of the Musique de la Garde represented 

the ultimate prestige, as many of the professors from the Paris Conservatory played in its ranks, 

creating a veritable showcase of the excellence of French wind playing.20  Devémy remained 

with the group throughout his career and welcomed several of his students as his colleagues in 

the horn section.21  His son, Christian, also a horn player, also played in the ensemble after 

winning the Premier prix at the Paris Conservatory.22 

In 1922, Devémy was named principal horn of the Radio-Paris Orchestra and, in 1930, he 

became principal horn of the Opéra-Comique.  In 1934, Arturo Toscanini came to Paris to 

conduct a series of four concerts.  Jean Devémy played Brahms’ Second Symphony and 

Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony under him, receiving rave reviews from the press as well as from 

the great conductor himself.  In rehearsal, Toscanini is reported to have restarted the famous 

Ninth Symphony solo nine times, with Devémy “imperturbably playing it magnificently each 

time” (imperturbable la joue magnifiquement chaque fois).  Toscanini then turned to his 

secretary and said, “But he will never miss” (Mais il ne canardera donc jamais).23   

Devémy was a frequent soloist with many of Paris’ top orchestras, including the 

Lamoureux and Pasdeloup orchestras, as well as in Brussels.  Daniel Bourgue, the great French 

                                                           
19 “Jean Devemy.” Le conservatoire 20 (July 1952): 9. 
20 François Dru, translated by Mary Pardoe, liner notes to Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart:  “Dans un bois solitaire…”.  

Alpha 800. CD. 2006. 

21 “Les anciens élèves,” Le conservatoire 20 (July 1952), 50. 

22 Bourgue. 
23 Bourgue. 
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virtuoso and former student of Devémy, credits Devémy with bringing the forgotten Mozart horn 

concertos to the public’s attention with performances in Paris and Provence.24 

 Jean Devémy made an impressive number of recordings for his time.  His discography 

includes orchestral favorites, standard solo and chamber works, and lesser-known French pieces.  

Most of his recordings have not been reissued from their original LPs, but his superb 

musicianship can be heard on the album, Dans un bois solitaire, a 2006 compact disc reissue of 

recordings from the archives of the Discothèque Centrale of Radio France on the Alpha label.   

 In addition to playing horn, Devémy also enjoyed conducting, regularly appearing with 

the orchestra of Radio-Lille.  His many musical accomplishments earned him the titles of Knight 

of the Legion of Honor, Commander of the National Order of Merit, and Officer of the Order of 

Academic Palms.  Devémy died in 1969, one month before he was to have retired from the Paris 

Conservatory.25  He is remembered as a modest and cordial man, always ready to tell a good 

story.26   

 

Devémy as Teacher 

 Named the professor of horn at the Paris Conservatory in 1937, Devémy had considerable 

success, his students winning fifty Premiers prix in his first fourteen years.27  His students also 

competed well at the Geneva International Horn Competition:  Gilbert Coursier and Georges 

Barboteu both won Premiers prix, and numerous other students were recognized as runners-up.  

Devémy always loved teaching, relishing the opportunity to perfect and push horn players of a 

                                                           
24 Bourgue. 

25 Bourgue. 

26 Bourgue. 
27 Le conservatoire, 10. 
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high standard.28  Many of his students went on to play in France’s top orchestras and military 

bands or teach in the regional conservatories.  Two of his students, Georges Barboteu and Michel 

Garcin-Marrou, succeeded him as professor at the Paris Conservatory. 

During his time at the Conservatory, Jean Devémy authored a book of horn etudes 

entitled Vingt et une lectures études et neuf etudes d’examens avec changements de tons pour cor 

d’harmonie (Twenty-one Study Etudes and Nine Test Etudes with Transposition for Horn), 

which was published in 1946 by Alphonse-Leduc.   In the introduction, Devémy stressed the 

importance of studying the transpositions used by the horn.  At first glance, the twenty-one study 

etudes look fairly easy, but the frequent transposition changes imposed on the horn player render 

simple melodies much more difficult.  Devémy also incorporates accidentals and stopped 

technique in his etudes, adding another layer of difficulty to the task of transposing.  In the nine 

Études d’examens, he makes a point of forcing the horn player to use the “three registers of the 

instrument,” pushing the range of each etude into the extremes of the horn range.  Each etude is a 

full page, some containing unmeasured passages in the style of Gallay, with transposition 

changes as often as every bar.  The book is seldom used in American horn studios. 

 Throughout his career, Jean Devémy was a proponent of the F horn.  He felt that the F 

horn presented a pure, “inégalable” (incomparable) horn sound, and that quality of sound was 

essential to the technique of the horn, but he allowed his students to play the B-flat horn in his 

classes.  He felt he could not stand against the tide of progress, but encouraged his students to 

play the B-flat horn in a manner that would produce sonorities similar to those of the F horn.29  

Devémy also encouraged students to remember the origins of the horn in the trompe de chasse, 

                                                           
28 Bourgue. 
29 Jean Devémy, “Le Cor,” Le conservatoire 20 (July 1952): 11. 
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citing its naturally clear and bright sound.30  He would often advise students to play passages 

from the Classical and Romantic periods with “natural conception,” by using the valved horn as 

if it were a natural horn; however, he did not like the trend in the 1940s to remove the hand from 

the bell and advised his pupils to tamiser or “soften” the sound with the hand.  As a student of 

the last hand horn teacher at the Paris Conservatory, François Brémond, Devémy was very 

proficient at hand horn technique, reportedly able to play Gallay etudes on the natural horn. 31 

Devémy preferred not to teach beginners, citing a lack of patience.32  When a student 

came to him at the Paris Conservatory, he expected perfect technique, sending his students 

through a regimen of studies for speed and flexibility, transposition and, most importantly, lip 

trills, the perfection of which was the hallmark of technical mastery.33  Mistakes, he reasoned, 

were a matter of bad breathing or lack of air and therefore the result of bad habits.  “There is no 

reason for an accident to happen,” he said, “if the ear hears and provides for the notes to play” [il 

n’y a aucune raison qu’un accident de ce genre arrive si l’oreille entend et prévoit la note à 

jouer].34   

The French use of vibrato on the horn has often been attributed to Jean Devémy.  Daniel 

Bourgue describes Devémy’s vibrato as narrow, as on a violin,35 while Georges Barboteu 

comments that it was compact and warmly expressive.36  It is unlikely that the use of vibrato 

                                                           
30 Devemy, 12. 

31 Vincent Andrieux, e-mail to the author, September 7, 2014. 

32 Bourgue. 

33 Devemy, 12. 
34 Devemy, 12. 

35 Daniel Bourgue, “The Horn in France,” The Horn Call 6, no. 2 (May 1976): 27. 

36 Georges Barboteu, “The Evolution of the Horn in France and its School,” lecture, Seventh Annual Horn 

Workshop, Orford Arts Center, Magog, P. Q., Canada, June 19, 1975, reprinted in The Horn Call 6, no. 2 (May 

1976): 35. 
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stemmed directly from Devémy.  In recently rediscovered recordings of Edouard Vuillermoz, 

Devémy’s predecessor at the Paris Conservatory, vibrato is clearly heard.  Additional recordings 

from before World War I have also demonstrated French horn playing with vibrato as well as 

without.  The most likely explanation is that, while French players did use vibrato before 

Devémy, his influence in the 1930s greatly increased its popularity.37  In a 1952 article in the 

Paris Conservatory journal, Devémy, writing about the differences between the German and 

French schools of playing said: 

Les Allemands comprennent davantage l’expression musicale dans l’accentuation de la 

nuance, dans l’aggravation de l’intensité, alors que les Français se soucient 

principalement de la vibration de la note; l’expression est dans l’émission et la tenue des 

sons indépendamment du phrase qui ajoute ses exigencies expressives…  Je n’enseigne 

pas de vibrato, mais une certaine ondulation sonore qui, d’ailleurs, depend surtout du 

temperament et de la sensibilité de l’exécutant.  

[The Germans have a better understanding of musical expression in the accentuation of 

nuance, in increasing intensity, while the French are primarily concerned with the 

vibration of the note; expression is in the issuing and sustaining of the sound, regardless 

of the additional expressive requirements of the phrase… I do not teach vibrato but a 

certain undulation of sound which, moreover, depends mainly on the temperament and 

sensitivity of the performer.]38   

Being so dependent on the individual, Devémy thought this part of teaching especially delicate 

and psychologically demanding.  To help students improve their sound, he used a system of 

                                                           
37 Andrieux. 
38 Devemy, 11. 
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color evocation; for example, he would ask a student to think of a beautiful yellow room while 

playing the Ravel Pavane pour une Infante défunte or a vivid green while playing the scherzo of 

the Eroica Symphony.  He felt that a defect in sound quality was a defect in imagination.39 

 Jean Devémy loved melody above all and had a natural, expressive way of phrasing.  

Although he taught all the technical aspects of playing well, he stressed phrasing, style, and good 

taste before all else.40  It is a legacy for horn players around the world to remember and emulate. 

 

  

                                                           
39 Devemy, 11. 
40 Bourgue. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE MORCEAUX DE CONCOURS FOR HORN, 1938-1969 

Overview 

 The thirty-one morceaux composed for Jean Devémy’s studio form a diverse repertoire, 

ranging from impressionistic to modern, from light and witty to dark and somber.  They range in 

length from approximately five minutes (Desportes’ 1943 Ballade Normande) to over sixteen 

minutes (Tomasi’s 1955 Concerto), although their average length runs about seven minutes.   

 The twenty-six composers who wrote these morceaux are equally diverse.  The oldest, J. 

L. M. Maugüé, was born in 1869, fifty-three years before the youngest, Pierre Hasquenoph.  The 

transformation of the morceau de concours from a formal examination piece with minimal 

originality into a distinctive and enjoyable piece of music can be traced through the thirty years 

Devémy taught at the Paris Conservatory.  In the tradition of the Paris Conservatory, where 

change was opposed with every effort possible, the older composers created works that could 

have easily been written thirty or forty years earlier, using archetypes and harmonic language 

that belonged to the previous century.  In contrast, the youngest composers (Hasquenoph, Pascal, 

and Gartenlaub, for example), created fresh and unique pieces without relying on the traditions 

of the past, by using their own distinct voices.  Those between the two extremes, such as Henri 

Tomasi and Eugène Bozza, tended to combine the old with the new, presenting old archetypes in 

more original settings, in an interesting hybrid. 

 Despite their many differences, the composers had many things in common.  All but one 

(Charles Brown) received their education at the Paris Conservatory, and thirteen of the twenty-

six were honored in the Prix de Rome contest.  Almost all of the twenty-six were public servants:  

eleven went on to teach at the Paris Conservatory, four others were named directors of regional 
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conservatories, and others worked in the public radio sector, served in the military, or were 

involved in music education.  They are not the avant-garde, the radical innovators.  Names like 

Varèse, Messiaen, and Boulez are conspicuously absent from the list.  Rather, the morceau de 

concours composers are deeply rooted in the established academic world of twentieth-century 

Paris, providing us with a more realistic picture of musical life – how it is studied and performed 

and by whom – in Paris during this time. 

 

1938:  Eugène Bigot – Deuxième Pièce  

In 1938, the morceau de concours was written by Eugène Bigot, one of the most famous 

French conductors of the twentieth century.  Born in 1888 to a family of modest means, Bigot 

attended the Conservatoire de Rennes before continuing his studies at the Paris Conservatory, 

where he studied viola until he was able to enter the classes of Paul Vidal, André Gédalge, and 

Xavier Leroux.  Bigot had some experience with playing brass instruments, serving as a 

trombone player in the military from 1908 to 1911, during which time he also learned to play the 

horn and began his conducting career.  Bigot worked in various genres and held numerous posts 

in his career, most notably principal conductor of the Orchestre Lamoureux, 1935-1950, and 

music director of the Orchestre Philharmonique de Radio France, 1949-1965.  He is also well 

known for his teaching career at the Paris Conservatory, where his students included Karel Husa 

and Mikis Theodorakis.  Bigot’s discography is impressive, including collaborations with such 

renowned soloists as Wanda Landowska, Marcel Moyse, Jacques Thibaud, and even Jean 

Devémy, with whom he recorded Bousquet’s Agrotera in 1943.  A champion of French music at 

home and abroad, he was also known for his interpretations of nineteenth-century repertoire, 

including Wagner and the Russian Five: Balakirev, Cui, Mussorgsky, Rimsky-Korsakov, and 
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Borodin.41  Bigot contributed several ballets and various pieces of chamber music to the 

repertoire, as well as morceaux de concours for the trumpet, trombone, tuba, viola, double bass, 

and saxophone.  His work was described as being chiefly remarkable for elegance of style and 

excellent workmanship.42  Bigot died in 1965. 

Bigot’s first contribution to the morceaux of the Paris Conservatory, the Deuxième Pièce, 

is in three continuous sections, in the common fast-slow-fast pattern of many such pieces.  With 

only a slight nod to the Impressionists in his harmonic language, Bigot stays within the bounds 

of tonality, with much less use of chromaticism than many of the ensuing morceaux.  The piece 

is accessible and stays within a moderate range (f-b-flat’’’) and tessitura, making it an ideal 

alternative for the advanced high school student or the undergraduate who isn’t quite ready for 

Bozza’s En Forêt.  In addition, a recording can be heard on the out-of-print 1994 recording, A 

Horn Museum:  The Valved Horn, featuring Willard Zirk. 

 

1939:  Francis Bousquet – Agrotera  

 Charles-Francis Bousquet was born in Marseille in 1890, where he began his studies 

before moving on to the Paris Conservatory.  Although his studies were interrupted by service in 

World War I, he completed his studies and was awarded various honors in the Prix de Rome, 

eventually winning the second Premier Grand Prix, which awarded him the opportunity to study 

and work in Rome.  He returned from Italy in 1926 to become the director of the conservatory in 

Roubaix, a post he held until his death in 1942. He was described as being austere and 

                                                           
41 Vefa de Bellaing, “Bigot, Eugène,” in Dictionnaire Des Compositeurs de Musique En Bretagne (Nantes: Ouest 

Éditions, n.d.), 38. 

42 Jean-Marie Londeix, A Comprehensive Guide to the Saxophone Repertoire, 1844-2003 (Cherry Hill, NH: 

Roncorp Publications, 2003), 37. 
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demanding.  He helped found the Association of National Conservatory Directors of France, of 

which he was the first president.  During World War II, he worked as a journalist, writing for the 

entertainment, art, and literature weekly magazine Comœdia, whose editor René Delange 

attempted to curb the consequences of German occupation in the arts.43  Although as a composer 

Bousquet was primarily known for his dramatic works, he also wrote many works of a 

pedagogical nature, as well as on the history of music.44  His music is largely traditional in 

harmonic language and motivic construction, but he frequently adds vivid elements of local 

color, such as the surface elements of Arabic music found in his operas Sarati le Terrible and 

Zorriga.45 

 Bousquet wrote the piece, Agrotera for the 1939 concours.  The title refers to a surname 

of Artemis, the Greek goddess of the hunt, derived from the Athenian district of Agrae, where 

she was believed to have first hunted after her arrival from Delos.46  The piece is based on 

hunting horn motifs, written using the whole tone scale (Figure 2).   

 

 

Figure 2:  Agrotera, mm. 2-4 

                                                           
43 Olivier Gouranton, “Comœdia, un journal sous influences,” La revue des revues 24 (October 1, 1997): 111-19. 

44 Denis Havard de la Montagne, “Prix de Rome 1920-1929,” Musica et Memoria, accessed January 10, 2013, 

http://www.musimem.com/prix-rome-1920-1929.htm. 

45 Richard Langham Smith, "Bousquet, Francis." The New Grove Dictionary of Opera. Grove Music Online. Oxford 

Music Online. Oxford University Press, accessed August 23, 2014, 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.proxy.lib.fsu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/O004765. 
46 “Agrotera,” Wikipedia, accessed January 10, 2013, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agrotera. 
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Agrotera begins with an introductory cadenza, followed by a slow section and a 

contrasting fast section.  Whole tone harmonies figure heavily throughout the piece, creating a 

challenge for the horn player firmly entrenched in triadic tonality.  Due to the low tessitura of the 

piece, it was frequently called for on low horn auditions before the Neuling Bagatelle became 

popular.47  Jean Devémy recorded the piece with the Orchestre des Concerts Lamoureux, in 

1943; unfortunately, the recording has not been re-released.   

 

1940:  André Bloch – En Forêt d’Ile-de-France 

 André Bloch was born in Alsace in 1873 and began his studies at the Paris Conservatory 

at a very young age, earning the Deuxième prix in solfege at the tender age of ten.  He studied 

composition with the venerable Jules Massenet and earned the Prix de Rome on his second try, at 

the age of twenty.   He became a notable teacher at the Paris Conservatory, as well as at the 

American Conservatory in Fontainebleau.  His students included Jehan Alain and Rhené-Baton.  

In the 1920s, he also served as the inspecteur de l’enseignement musical (general inspector of 

musical education).  As part of a network of conservative leaders in music education, he 

encouraged the teaching of choral singing as a means of promoting French culture and heritage.48  

He is most well known for his operas but also composed symphonic works, ballets, chamber 

music, piano works, and songs.49  Of Jewish descent, Bloch was encouraged to retire from the 

Paris Conservatory during the German occupation of Paris but survived the war, remaining in 

                                                           
47 Vincent Andrieux, e-mail message to the author, September 7, 2014. 

48 Jane F. Fulcher, The Composer as Intellectual:  Music and Ideology in France, 1914-1940, (Oxford:  Oxford 

University Press, 2005), 114-115. 

49 “André Bloch (composer),” Wikipedia, accessed January 10, 2013, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andr%C3%A9_Bloch_(composer). 
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Paris, where he died in 1960.50   

 Jean Devémy premiered Bloch’s En Forêt de l’Ile-de-France in Brussels;51 only much 

later was it used for the 1940 concours.  The title refers to being in the forest in the most densely 

populated region of France, that of Paris and its environs.  The French obsession with hunting 

throughout the Middle Ages cannot be overemphasized, with forests around Paris coming under 

royal protection as early as the twelfth century.52  The piece relies heavily on recognizable 

hunting motifs, such as the six-eight time signature associated with the motion of a galloping 

horse and archetypical horn calls (Figure 3).  The harmonic language is largely traditional, and 

the range of the horn part is smaller than many of the other morceaux de concours, extending 

from e to only a’’’, making it one of the easier pieces in the concours repertoire. 

 

 

Figure 3:  En Forêt d'Ile de France, mm. 1-5 

 

1941:  Eugène Bozza – En Forêt 

 Of the winners of the Prix de Rome since Debussy’s victory in 1884, Eugène Bozza may 

be one of the most well-known, particularly to horn players, due to the many chamber and solo 

pieces he wrote.  Born in 1901 in Nice, Bozza studied violin and orchestral conducting at the 

Paris Conservatory before winning the Grand Prix de Rome in 1934, without the usual classes of 

                                                           
50 Caroline Potter, “French Music and the Second World War,” in French Music Since Berlioz, ed. Caroline Potter 

and Richard Langham Smith (London: Ashgate, 2006), 289. 

51 “Jean Devémy,” Le conservatoire (July 1952), 9. 
52 “Medieval hunting,” Wikipedia, accessed March 15, 2013, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medieval_hunting. 
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harmony and fugue.  Much of his ability as a composer seems to have come as a result of careful 

study of the technique of various instruments as well as the orchestral writing of diverse masters 

of the genre;53  however, Bozza also studied composition with Henri Büsser, who had studied 

with Franck, Guiraud, and Massenet and who subsequently taught many of the Paris 

Conservatory’s top graduates.  Büsser taught his students to adopt his lineage – which also 

included Fauré and Gounod – instead of rejecting their heritage for experimental modernism.54  

Bozza fit easily into this mold, creating structurally elegant, melodic works, on both large and 

small scales.55  After completing his studies at the Paris Conservatory and the Villa Medici in 

Rome, Bozza served as conductor of the Opéra-Comique in Paris for eleven years before being 

named the director of the Conservatory of Valenciennes, where he spent the rest of his career, 

retiring in 1975; however, he continued to write prolifically until his death in 1991. He wrote 

solo works for nearly every instrument, including several for horn and piano, as well as a set of 

18 etudes for solo horn, two brass quintets and a horn quartet.   

 Bozza’s 1941 En Forêt (In the Forest) is one of the most played of the morceaux de 

concours, along with the 1906 Dukas Villanelle and the 1908 Saint-Saëns Morceau de Concert.   

Moderately difficult, it is often played by advanced high school students, as well as most 

undergraduate horn players; for the professional horn player, it remains a showpiece appropriate 

for recitals and recordings.  Recordings abound, with a quick internet search listing over one 

hundred examples, from Philip Farkas in 1961 to Bernhard Scully in 2012.  This popularity is a 

                                                           
53 Armand Machabey, Portraits de Trente Musiciens Français (Paris: Richard-Masse Editeurs, n. d.), 29. 

54 Leslie A. Sprout, The Musical Legacy of Wartime France (Berkeley:  University of California Press, 2013): 168. 

55 Paul Griffiths, "Bozza, Eugène." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press, 

accessed August 23, 2014, 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.proxy.lib.fsu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/03791. 
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fitting result of Bozza’s facility as a composer; as Mary Rasmussen states in her guide to brass 

literature:  “I am always a sucker for French pieces for horn about hunts and forests – somehow 

they sound so tempting – and I am almost always disappointed.  About the only composer who 

seems able to carry them off with any success at all is Eugène Bozza, who seems to have a 

special talent for a light, idiomatic, modern trompe de chasse music in a mild Impressionist 

idiom.  It takes a hornist with a very facile technique to make them come off.”56   

The seven-minute piece is in six sections:  a declamatory Allegro moderato, a recitative, 

an Andante espressivo, an Allegro vivo, a muted Moins vif, and finally, a recapitulation of the 

beginning Allegro moderato.  Although not explicitly mentioned in the title, En Forêt is based on 

the legend of Saint Hubert, a seventh-century bishop and the patron saint of hunters (and by 

extension, horn players), who had a religious experience while hunting in the forest on Good 

Friday.  Bozza makes the reference obvious to his listeners through musical quotations.  He 

employs two well-known hunting calls in the recitative section, the appel (calling hunters to 

gather in preparation) and the halali (played when the stag is killed) (Figures 4-5).  Both can be 

found in rudimentary form in the 1734 anthology, Les dons des enfans de Latone:  la Musique et 

la Chasse du cert, poèmes dédiés au Roy (Figures 6-7), and again in more melodic form in the 

1776 Dampierre collection (Figure 8), as well as in subsequent compilations.57   

 

 

Figure 4:  En Forêt, m. 36 

                                                           
56 Mary Rasmussen, A Teacher’s Guide to the Literature of Brass Instruments (Durham, New Hampshire:  Brass 

Quarterly, 1964): 58. 
57 Monelle, 54-56. 
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Figure 5:  En Forêt, m. 37 

 

 

 Figure 6:  Serré de Rieux, Appel 

 

The following Andante espressivo, in contrast, quotes the Easter chant, Victimae paschali 

laudes directly, despite its attribution to the tenth-century Wigbert of Burgundy (Figures 9-10).  

Many French composers in the 1930s and 1940s were concerned with adding a spiritual 

dimension to their music as a reaction against total serialism and the frivolity of the 1920s and 

did so by using Gregorian chant.58   

                                                           
58Caroline Potter, “French Musical Style and the Post-War Generation,” in French Music Since Berlioz, ed. Richard 

Langham Smith and Caroline Potter (Aldershot, Hants: Ashgate Pub Ltd, 2006), 337.  
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Figure 7:  Serré de Rieux, Halali 

 

 

Figure 8:  Dampierre Halali 

 

The modality of chant was easily absorbed by French music and was combined with 

supple rhythms and sensuous harmonic language.59  En Forêt is no exception.  To make a 

                                                           
59 Potter, 339. 
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reference to St. Hubert completely unmistakable, however, Bozza returns to a hunting horn call 

in the proceeding Allegro vivo, quoting the Saint-Hubert fanfare, which can also be found in both 

the Latone and Dampierre collections (Figures 11-12).  

Many listeners have correctly pointed out similarities between the musical quotations in 

En Forêt, Henri Büsser’s 1937 La Chasse de Saint Hubert (also a morceau de concours), and 

Respighi’s 1929 Feste Romane.  It is uncertain whether Bozza and Büsser borrowed directly 

from original historical sources or Respighi, but it is interesting to note that after winning the 

Grand Prix de Rome in 1934, Bozza spent three and half years in Rome, immersing himself in 

concerts and the study of Italian music.60  

 

 

Figure 9:  En Forêt, mm. 41-46 

 

 

                                                           
60 Machabey, 30. 
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Figure 10:  Victimae paschali laudès 
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 Figure 11:  Serré de Rieux, Saint Hubert Fanfare 

 

 

Figure 12:  En Forêt, mm. 63-83 
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1942:  Alfred Bachelet – Dans la Montagne 

 In 1942, as World War II continued to rage across Europe, the morceau de concours was 

not a new commission but a resurrection of the 1907 piece, Alfred Bachelet’s Dans la Montagne.  

Alfred Bachelet lived from 1864 to 1944 and completed his studies at the Paris Conservatory 

with Ernest Guiraud.  Bachelet succeeded Guy Ropartz as director of the Nancy Conservatory.61 

 

1943:  Yvonne Desportes – Ballade Normande 

 The foremost female French composer of her generation, second only to Lili Boulanger,62 

Yvonne Desportes has the distinction of having composed more morceau de concours for the 

horn studio than any other composer.  The first of her three contributions, Sicilienne et Allegro, 

appeared in contest in 1932, the same year in which Desportes won the Grand Prix de Rome, at 

the age of 25.  Desportes studied organ and composition at the Paris Conservatory with Marcel 

Dupré, the Gallon brothers, and Paul Dukas and returned to the school to teach solfège, 

counterpoint, and fugue starting in 1943.  In addition to three harmony textbooks, Desportes 

wrote over five hundred pieces, ranging from operas and symphonies to chamber works and 

chansons.63 She was awarded the Chevalier of the National Order of Merit for distinguished 

public service as a member of the Conservatory faculty.  She died in Paris in 1993. 

 Desportes’ early work was greatly influenced by Dukas and Ravel, but later works were 

influenced by Bartok.  Her mature compositional style is reminiscent of the intensity of the 

Russian Five and early Stravinsky; she eschewed the transparency of neo-classicism in favor of 
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humor and emotional expression, seeking pure sounds while rejecting the techniques of the Post-

Webernians.64  Fellow composer Jacques Castérède called her music spontaneous and full of 

charm and said that she told him that she is never serious.65  She herself summed up her music in 

this way: “Le fond de l’écriture de ma musique reste toujours thématique et contrapuntique, et 

l’inspiration avant tout humaine.” (The foundation of the writing of my music always remains 

thematic and contrapuntal, and the inspiration is above all human.)66 

 The 1943 selection for the concours was the Ballade Normande, for horn and piano.  The 

piece is in two contrasting sections, beginning with a stately Lent and ending with a dance-like 

Allegro.  While many French composers of the 1940s found church modes to be an easy way to 

evoke French musical heritage, the Ballade is written in a mode that starts on the fourth scale 

degree of the ascending melodic minor scale, a mode known as the acoustic scale or Lydian 

dominant.  This scale is also said to be based on the harmonic series, if a scale were to start on 

the eighth note and end on the fourteenth note.  Utilizing a raised fourth and a lowered seventh 

scale degrees, the scale has an exotic flare but is frequently used in folk music and jazz, as well 

as in the music of Debussy, Stravinsky, and Bartok, some of Desportes’ biggest influences.67  

While not associated explicitly with Norman folk music, the mode does evoke a feeling of 

antiquity while at the same time facilitating the lush harmonies so often associated with French 

music of the early twentieth century.  The horn part to the Ballade Normande is not especially 

technically challenging; the difficulty lies in the demands placed on the player’s stamina, even 
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though, at just under five minutes in length, the piece is one of the shortest of the morceaux.  

There are few rests in its two pages, however, and, at the end, the player is asked to sustain a c’’’ 

at a fortissimo dynamic for two full measures.  A recording is available of Cynthia Carr on her 

disc, Images: Music for Horn and Piano by Women Composers. 

 

1944:  J. L. M. Maugüé – Motifs forestiers 

 In 1944, the morceau de concours was Motifs forestiers, written by Jules-Marie Laure 

Maugüé.  Very little biographical information can be found for J. L. M. Maugüé, except that he 

lived from 1869 to 1953.  During his lifetime, he was called on to compose several solos de 

concours for such diverse instruments as the viola, the oboe, the clarinet, the trumpet, and the 

bassoon.  Several chansons, an orchestral suite, and various piano pieces are extant as well.   

 Maugüé’s contribution to the concours repertoire is a piece in six continuous sections 

alternating between fast and slow tempos.  Unlike many of the morceaux de concours previously 

mentioned, Motifs forestiers specifies that it is for cor chromatique, instead of just cor.  Since the 

hand horn had not been taught at the Paris Conservatory since 1903, this seems to be a bit 

redundant; however, examination of the music reveals a horn part that is highly chromatic, so 

much so that it fails to feel idiomatic to the horn.  Like many composers before him, Maugüé 

appears to be alluding to the horn’s historical use in the hunt by use of compound meter through 

most of the piece; however, most composers couple the meter with diatonic and often triadic 

patterns reminiscent of Dampierre horn calls, and Maugüé does not, contributing to the lack of 

idiomatic feel to the piece.  The horn part also contains a lamentable lack of rests and a high 

tessitura, which could help explain the lack of recordings and programming of the piece.  That 

this piece remains unplayed because of its level of difficulty is unfortunate, as the piano part is 

harmonically lush, redolent of Debussy or Fauré. 
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1945:  Charles Brown – Élégie  

 Charles Brown was born in Boulogne-sur-mer in 1898 and died in 1988.  In addition to a 

career as a violinist, composer, and conductor, Brown served, from 1971 to 1985, as the director 

of the École César-Franck.  He studied composition at that same school, under its founder, Guy 

de Lioncourt, making him one of the few composers of morceaux who was not educated at the 

Paris Conservatory.  The school was founded in Paris in 1935 as a reaction against various 

administrative actions by the board of directors of the Schola Cantorum after Vincent d’Indy’s 

death and closed its doors after Brown’s departure.68  Brown’s First Symphony was performed 

under the direction of Albert Wolff by the Orchestre de Pasdeloup in December of 1952.69  A 

woodwind quintet, a trumpet concerto, a flute solo, and a tuba solo can also be attributed to this 

Charles Brown.  Another Charles Brown, born in 1893, is listed as having composed a trombone 

solo called Méditation,70  but as no other information on this Charles Brown is available, it is 

possible that the two composers are one. 

 The 1945 morceau de concours, Charles Brown’s Élégie, is a beautiful, haunting work in 

two contrasting sections, in the uncomfortable key of c-sharp minor, which puts the horn part in 

the even more uncomfortable key of g-sharp minor.  This may be one reason the piece is so 

seldom played and no recording is available; however, this is unfortunate, because Brown’s 

melodic finesse and constantly shifting tonalities combine to create a poignant homage to the 

fallen.  Written as the war in Europe drew to a close, it may be that Brown was elegizing those 
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killed in the conflict.  René Dumesnil described Brown’s writing as using a broad variety of 

means to achieve sincerity of expression and strength of form;71 this is especially evident in the 

Élégie.   Other than the key, the piece is not particularly difficult, with a much smaller range than 

the typical morceau de concours (only g#’ to a’’’) and minimal technical demands.  This Élégie, 

despite its composer’s obscurity, deserves more performances. 

 

1946:  Edmond Marc – Gethsemani  

 Edmond Marc was born in 1899 and studied at the Paris Conservatory, where he received 

Premier accessit in harmony and Premier prix in music history.  Despite an apparent lack of 

recognition in composition at the Conservatory, Marc was a composer-member of the Société 

des auteurs, compositeurs et éditeurs de musique (SACEM).  During World War II, he received a 

commission from the Administration of Fine Arts under the Vichy regime and was also named 

the foreman of a project to catalog the Musée instrumental of the Paris Conservatory – a job he 

reportedly neglected for “travaux musicaux” (musical projects).72  In addition to his Vichy 

commission, some of these musical projects included a morceau de concours for saxophone 

(1945), a flute solo, and a string quartet (1979).  The string quartet received lukewarm reviews, 

described as being a “harmless addition to a rich repertoire” that “could well be a source of 

pleasure to performers and listeners alike,” despite illustrating the composer’s “limited 

imagination.”73 

                                                           
71 Londeix, 54. 

72 Florence Gétreau, “Le Patrimoine musical de deux musées parisiens,” in La Vie musicale sous Vichy, ed. Myriam 

Chimènes (Paris: Éditions Complexe, 2001): 186. 

73 Nancy Uscher, review of Quartet for 2 Violins, Viola and Violin-Cello; Quatour à Cordes, by Erich Itor Kahn, 

Edmond Marc, Notes 38, no. 4 (June 1982): 941-42.  
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 The 1946 morceau de concours was Marc’s Gethsemani.  The title refers to the Biblical 

garden in which Jesus prayed and was arrested the night before his death.  Subtitled 

“Méditation,” the piece is fittingly serious and contemplative.  Although the piece changes 

tempo frequently throughout its many sections, the tempo never exceeds 69 beats per minute.  

Marc does not follow the stereotypical fast-slow-fast pattern of so many of the morceaux; 

instead, the piece slowly builds in intensity from the pianissimo Très lent beginning to its 

emotional fortissimo climax eleven measures from the end – with the metronome marking still 

only at 60 beats per minute – before quickly reverting back to slow, contemplative pianissimo 

material.  Although the material is not particularly technical, Marc’s use of extreme 

chromaticism and beat displacement creates a substantial challenge for the horn player’s aural 

skills.  Gethsemani is another example of a piece that is too seldom performed; however, its 

dark, pensive mood would challenge a performer to be adequately expressive as well as to find a 

context in which to perform it successfully.  An exemplary recording by Jeffrey Powers can be 

heard on his 2012 CD, Let Everything That Hath Breath Praise the Lord:  Music of Praise for 

Horn. 

 

1947:  Robert Guilbert -- Puzzle 

 In 1947, the morceau de concours was Robert-Léon-Justin Guilbert’s Puzzle.  The real 

puzzle is the identity of Robert Guilbert, who was born in 1893 and died in 1952.  Possible 

collaborations with Albert Bossy, composer of operettas, and Fernand Bouillon, a popular song 

writer can be inferred from catalog entries, as well as the composition of another morceau de 

concours, in 1946, for the trumpet, entitled Impromptu.  The composer’s anonymity is 

unfortunate, because Puzzle is a beautiful addition to the horn repertoire.   
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 Guilbert’s morceau is divided into four continuous sections, like so many of the 

morceaux, in a slow-fast-faster-slow pattern.  His language is decidedly impressionistic, relying 

heavily on extended harmonies and uncommon scales, such as medieval modes and the whole 

tone scale.  The beginning Andante begins with somnolent major seventh chords in the piano, 

over which the horn plays ascending perfect fourths, somewhat reminiscent of horns echoing 

through a serene landscape (Figure 13). 

 

 

Figure 13:  Puzzle, mm. 1-8 

 

Guilbert does not introduce any definite melodic material in the first section, choosing 

instead to create an atmospheric palette of color chords in the piano and arpeggios and scales in 
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the horn.  The second section continues this harmonic limbo, with cadenza-like gestures forming 

a dialog between the horn and the piano (Figure 14).   

 

Figure 14:  Puzzle, mm. 88-90 

 

 In the next section, marked Animé, Guilbert evokes the sounds of the hunt with horn calls 

à plein son, against more extended harmonies in the piano before finally introducing a real 

melody.  Marked elégant, this dancelike tune shifts back and forth between duple and triple 

meters in a charming fashion (Figure 15).   

 

 

Figure 15:  Puzzle, mm. 150-157 

 

Finally, the horn plays a wistful, almost melancholy melody in the last section of the 

piece, the Andante espressivo.  The piano accompaniment pauses to let the horn play alone, 

providing simple chords between phrases, before returning to the major seventh chord pattern of 

the opening section in a brief codetta.  
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1948:  René Guillou – Mon Nom est Rolande… 

 René Guillou was born in 1903 to a father who was a postman and avid music lover, who 

encouraged his son’s musical education, first at the Conservatoire de Rennes and then at the 

Paris Conservatory.  Guillou studied organ with Widor and composition with Büsser and earned 

six Premiers prix, the first at age sixteen in Rousseau’s harmony class.  In 1926, he won the 

Grand Prix de Rome with his cantata, L’Autre mère, in a controversial victory decried by the 

critic Henry Malherbe:   

 “In spite of the tides of revolution, which are rocking all established 

customs and usages, the French National Conservatoire of Music keeps to its 

ancient and honorable formulas.  It does not preoccupy itself with new ideas, but 

faithfully looks back to the past.  This attitude was never more in evidence than at 

the auditions for the Grand Prix de Rome.” 

And again: 

 “Only five students presented themselves for the Prix de Rome, and none 

of them dared to be original.  M. Guillou in his cantata showed no personality 

whatever.”74 

Despite critics’ reactions, Guillou returned to the Paris Conservatory to teach solfège.  He died in 

1960.   

Other compositions by Guillou include songs, concertos, and symphonies, including a 

commission from the Vichy regime in the 1940s.  The Vichy government concentrated primarily 

on funding composers who had traditional credentials, such as the Prix de Rome, who taught at 

                                                           
74 “Grand Prix de Rome,” New York Times, August 8, 1926, under “X5,” ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The 

New York Times (1851-2010) with Index (1851-1993). 
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the Paris Conservatory, and who had in-depth knowledge of Catholic sacred music, as would an 

organist of Guillou’s stature.  This was part of a broader gesture to embrace the Catholic Church 

as an integral part of the French cultural values they sought to promote.75  Guillou’s music was 

well received in his lifetime but is infrequently performed today.   

 Guillou’s Mon Nom est Rolande… was the 1948 morceau de concours.  It is subtitled 

“Légende,” placing it in the Romantic tradition of narrative character pieces, as exemplified by 

Liszt and Schumann.76  The title, Mon Nom est Rolande…, refers to a Frankish historical figure 

of the eighth century, Roland, who became a popular legend in medieval music and literature.  

Roland’s heroic death is retold in a famous eleventh-century epic poem, in which he is equipped 

with an olifant, a signaling horn made of ivory.  As Roland realizes that he has been defeated by 

the Saracen enemy, he blows his horn to warn Charlemagne’s forces, and the pressure causes his 

temples to burst, killing him.77  Guillou includes a quotation at the top of the published sheet 

music for Mon Nom est Rolande…: 

  Mon nom est Rolande. 

  Quand je tinte, c’est l’incendie. 

  Quand je sonne, c’est la tempête dans les Flandres. 

 

  My name is Roland.  

                                                           
75 Sprout, 121. 

76 Kenneth L. Hamilton. "Légende." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press, 

accessed September 6, 2014, 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.proxy.lib.fsu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/16293. 

77 “Olifant (instrument),” Wikipedia. last modified September 6, 2013, accessed August 11, 2014. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Olifant_(instrument). 
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I toll out fire, 

And ring in a storm in Flanders.78 

Guillou credits the passage to the novel, Là-Bas, by J. K. Huysmans, but Huysmans was himself 

quoting the inscription found on a fourteenth-century bell in the Belgian city of Ghent, which 

was named after the legendary Roland.  Like Roland, the bell rang out to warn the citizens of 

Ghent of invasion or other harm. 79  In keeping with this Belgian theme, Guillou also quotes a 

Flemish folksong, “Cloucques, sonnez, j’ai perdu mes vacques” (Bells, ring, I have lost my 

cows) (Figure 16).   

 

 

Figure 16:  Mon Nom est Rolande…, mm. 25-39 

 

The interplay between these various narrative elements produces a fascinating and 

poignant solo.  The piece is in many continuous sections, beginning and ending with a slow, 

dreamlike theme over quintal harmonies in the piano.  This theme is interspersed throughout the 

piece, alternating with fast, combative sections reminiscent of Roland’s battle and the calm but 

insistent statement of the previously mentioned folksong.  Harmonic movement in the piano 

accompaniment is minimal, as Guillou makes frequent use of ostinato, stacked fifths, and 

                                                           
78 Translation Bernard A. Cook, Belgium:  A History (New York:  Peter Lang Publishing, 2002):  10. 
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extended harmonies, creating an atmospheric evocation of legend and ancient history.  Although 

the piece makes some demands on the performer in terms of endurance, range, and technique, 

they are not excessive and are effective in achieving various musical effects, so it is uncertain 

why this piece is so infrequently performed.  Nor does a commercial recording exist; however, in 

the Bowling Green State University library, there is a recording of a 1982 faculty recital that 

includes a performance of this piece by Herbert Spencer, who is to be commended for 

programming such an obscure but interesting work.   

 

1949:  Fernand Lamy – Cantabile et Scherzo 

 Fernand Lamy was born in 1881 in Chauvigny and attended the conservatories of nearby 

Poitiers and Paris before studying with Guy Ropartz in Nancy.  He served briefly as the director 

of choirs and orchestra at the Théâtre des Champs-Élysées before being named the director of the 

Conservatory of Valenciennes, a position he held from 1914 to 1943.  In 1945, he became the 

inspecteur principal de l’enseignement musical.  Lamy’s compositions include symphonic 

music, song cycles, and motets.  In addition, he wrote a book of “Leçons d’harmonie” and a 

biography of his teacher, Guy Ropartz.  He died in 1966. 

 The 1949 morceau de concours was Lamy’s Cantabile et Scherzo.  Reminiscent of 

Dukas’ popular Villanelle, which served as the contest piece in 1906, Cantabile et Scherzo has 

an improvisatory introduction followed by a brief cadenza, after which the main theme is 

introduced, marked andante and espressivo.  Similar to Dukas, Lamy subsequently treats the 

melody in various ways, exploring the horn’s numerous coloristic possibilities, including stopped 

(bouché), echo, and muted horn.  He also introduces a second theme, labeled très chanté (comme 

une chant populaire) (singing, like a folksong), which is transformed at the very end of the piece, 
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before a rousing codetta.  Both range and difficulty level are similar to that of the Dukas, with 

helpful amounts of rest and a challenging ascent to a fortissimo c’’’.  The piano accompaniment, 

however, is much more difficult, because Lamy employs unconventional harmonies in difficult 

and unusual keys.  The effort required by the pianist to successfully execute the part may 

contribute to the lack of performances and recordings of this piece.    

 

1950:  Alfred Désenclos – Cantilène et Divertissements 

 Alfred Désenclos was born in 1912 in Portel, a town on the English Channel.  In 1929, 

while working as an industrial engineer to support his family, he entered the Conservatory of 

Roubaix.  While he was there, he studied composition with Francis Bousquet, who wrote the 

1939 morceau de concours for horn.  In 1932, Désenclos was admitted as a student at the Paris 

Conservatory and studied composition there with Henri Büsser.  He won the Grand Prix de 

Rome in 1942 for his cantata, Pygmalion délivré but, because of the war, he was unable to spend 

time at the Villa Medici in Rome and instead accepted the position of director of the 

Conservatory of Roubaix, which he held from 1943 to 1950.  From 1950 to 1967, his primary 

focus was composition, which allowed him to write some of his most well-known works.  He 

returned to the Paris Conservatory in 1967 and served as teacher of harmony there until his death 

in 1971.80  A self-described Romantic composer who used jazz flavors in his music, Désenclos’ 

elegant and expressive music was largely overshadowed by the post-serial music of the 1950s-

1970s.81  Other notable works by Désenclos include morceaux for flute, trumpet, trombone, and 

                                                           
80 September Dawn Russell, “Pitch Organization and Form in Alfred Désenclos's Two Saxophone Works” (master's 
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saxophone, a violin concerto, a saxophone quartet, film music, and a Requiem Mass written in 

the Fauré tradition “but with some imaginative modal colorings which give it a very particular 

harmonic character.”82   

Alfred Désenclos wrote two morceaux de concours for Devémy’s horn studio, in 1950 

and in 1969.  The first piece, entitled Cantilène et Divertissements, is just over nine minutes 

long.  As the title implies, the piece is in two continuous sections, an Andante followed by an 

Allegro, with a short Presto codetta.  Désenclos straddles the border between tonality and 

atonality in a manner similar to Hindemith; despite utilizing key signatures, Désenclos uses 

accidentals freely, undermining any lasting sense of tonal center.  Melodies utilize half steps, 

fourths, fifths, and sevenths.  The second section ends triumphantly in C major, despite a 

predominance of parallel motion in combination with quartal and augmented seventh chords.  

Like Hindemith, Désenclos relies heavily on counterpoint; the Paris Conservatory’s emphasis 

counterpoint and fugue studies had a strong influence on Désenclos, who was known to be a 

meticulously careful and highly self-critical composer, particularly in matters of counterpoint.83  

The horn and piano parts frequently engage in dialog using canonic imitation, although the two 

hands of the piano are often in canonic imitation with each other as well.   

Désenclos uses two main themes in the first section, the Cantilène.  The first theme that 

appears is based on stepwise motion (Figure 17), while the second is heavily reliant on the 

interval of a major seventh (Figure 18).  Both themes return in the Divertissement section, but 

Désenclos also adds two more themes, a martial fifth-based fragment (Figure 19) and a 

                                                           
82 Nigel Simeone, “Church and Organ Music,” in French Music Since Berlioz, ed. Caroline Potter and Richard 

Langham Smith (London: Ashgate, 2006), 194. 
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descending triplet line (Figure 20).  The coda treats the very first theme, bringing the piece full 

circle.   

 

 

Figure 17:   Cantilène et Divertissement, mm. 1-3 

 

 

Figure 18:  Cantilène et Divertissement, mm. 5-6 

 

 

Figure 19: Cantilène et Divertissement, m. 28 

 

 

Figure 20:  Cantilène et Divertissement, mm. 57-58 

 

With such diverse themes, the performer is challenged in many different ways, from 

lyrical expression to technical proficiency.  Some performers may also find Désenclos’s 

predilection for the mid-low register a challenge; however, the total range (d-flat to c’’’) is fairly 
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typical for the morceaux de concours.  Overall, the piece is quite difficult and would be 

appropriate for the advanced university horn player or professional but the challenge is not in 

disproportion to the piece’s effectiveness both as a display of virtuosity and as an enjoyable 

piece of music to hear.  For this reason, it is a commonly required piece for the concours 

d’entrée at the Paris Conservatory.  In addition, Eldon Matlick’s 2011 album, The French 

Connection, includes a recording of the work.   

 

1951:  W. A. Mozart – First movement of a Concerto 

 Jean Devémy is credited with popularizing the neglected Mozart horn concertos in 

France.84  Although it is unclear why a new piece was not written for the 1951 concours, it 

makes sense that Devémy would require his students to learn the Mozart concertos. 

 

1952:  Paul Le Flem – Pièce 

 Composer, professor, and critic Paul Le Flem was born in 1881 in Brittany.  Orphaned at 

the age of twelve, he earned his way in the world through his academic strengths, simultaneously 

studying at the Paris Conservatory and earning a degree in philosophy from the Sorbonne.  He 

spent eighteen months working as a tutor for a family in Moscow, during which time he learned 

Russian and discovered the Bolshoi Ballet and Rimsky-Korsakov’s music.  Upon his return to 

France, he studied at the new Schola Cantorum with Vincent d’Indy and Albert Roussel.  In 

1905, he obtained a Premier prix in counterpoint.  He returned to the Schola Cantorum in 1921 

to teach, remaining there until 1939.  His students included Erik Satie and André Jolivet.  During 

that time, he also served as choral director for the Opéra-Comique and the church of St-Gervais 
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and as a music critic for the famous journal, Comœdia, in which capacity he defended the music 

of the avant-garde, including Varèse and Messiaen.  His own compositions encompassed nearly 

every genre, including piano, chamber, orchestral, vocal, theater, and film music. 85  The three 

main influences on his writing were d’Indy’s formal rigor and harmonic language, the modality 

and extended harmonies of Debussy, and the folksongs and hymns of his native Brittany.86  

Forced to give up composition in the 1970s due to blindness, he died in 1984. 

 During the 1950s, Le Flem became increasingly drawn to using superimposed fourths, 

modal diatonicism based on the pentatonic scale, and pronounced chromaticism in his 

compositions.87  These developments in his personal compositional style are evident in the 1952 

morceau de concours, his Pièce for horn and piano.  Although the title bears no connotation of 

hunting or forests, Le Flem uses this predilection for perfect fourths in combination with 

compound meter to evoke elements of the horn’s origins (Figure 21), but the archetypes are not 

set in a traditional context as in so many previous morceaux.   

 

 

Figure 21:  Pièce, mm. 34-37 
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Le Flem uses changing meters, quintal and quartal harmonies, and tone clusters to create 

an aggressive musical environment, fitting for evoking the violence of the hunt, alternating with 

dreamy, impressionistic harmonies more reminiscent of peaceful pastoral scenes.  The 

juxtaposition is effective but fragmented across the piece’s various sections.  The challenges in 

Pièce are as much musical and aural as they are technical; it has not been recorded, but it is often 

a part of the concours d’entrée for the Paris Conservatory.88   

 

1953:  Yvonne Desportes – Improvisation  

 Yvonne Desportes’ third morceau de concours for the horn studio (her second during 

Devémy’s tenure) was the Improvisation pour cor en Fa et Piano.  The piece is in four sections 

plus a short codetta.  It begins with a declamatory Moderato, whose improvisatory nature is in 

keeping with the title.  The main theme of this first section is heavily reliant on the interval of a 

perfect fourth (Figure 22).   

 

 

Figure 22: Improvisation, mm. 1-3 

 

The second section, Allegro, uses part of the descending fourth motif of the first section 

in its melodic material, in combination with an ascending chromatic scale (Figure 23), 

culminating in a dramatic climb to an accented fortissimo c’’’.   
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Figure 23:  Improvisation, mm. 39-44 

 

The third section, Lento, is also very improvisatory in nature and requires the performer 

to demonstrate mastery of sudden, drastic changes in dynamics in conjunction with stopped horn 

(Figure 24).  It also uses a triplet motif with a lyrical melodicism in stark contrast with the rest of 

the section.  The many transformations of this triplet motif culminate in a phrase played bouché, 

or stopped (Figure 25). 

 

 

Figure 24:  Improvisation, 86-90 

 

 

Figure 25:  Improvisation, mm. 118-129 

 

A Vivo section follows, which uses new material as well as the theme from the second 

section, before a brief codetta recapitulates the opening section’s declamatory theme, ending the 
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piece with twelve fortissimo measures spanning three and a half octaves of range.  As in her 

Ballade Normande, Desportes challenges the horn player’s endurance to its limit by placing the 

most demanding passage at the very end of the piece. 

 In the piano accompaniment, Desportes uses predominantly quartal harmonies, extended 

chords and tone clusters, usually in an ostinato pattern. Throughout the piece, the piano plays 

lengthy passages of parallel perfect fourths moving in stepwise motion.  Much of the remaining 

music is static harmonically, with the exception of the Lent section, which contains the most 

recognizably tonal harmonies, including a bass line that resembles tonic-dominant-tonic motion; 

however, this, too, is repetitive to the point of becoming an ostinato (Figure 26). 

 

 

Figure 26: Improvisation, mm. 86-90 

 

1954:  Jules Semler-Collery – Pièce Concertante 

 Born into a musical family in Dunkerque in 1902, Jules Semler-Collery studied at the 

Paris Conservatory, earning several prizes, and at the Schola Cantorum, with Vidal and d’Indy.  

He joined the military as a clarinet player, began conducting, and was named conductor of the 

Musique des Equipages de la Flotte (the French Naval Band) in 1939.  He was given the grade of 

Commandant in 1947.  He frequently served as president of the jury for the Paris Conservatory 

concours.  From 1969 until his death in 1988, he was president of the Confédération Musicale de 

France.   
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Semler-Collery’s compositions include works for concert band, piano, brass quintet, and 

concertos, including several morceaux de concours for various instruments.  His writing has 

been described as having an openness of expression and always sounding clear, with “une belle 

science de la technique instrumentale” (a beautiful science of instrumental technique).89  His 

1954 contribution to the concours repertoire, Pièce Concertante, is no exception.  Written in a 

similar manner to so many of the previous morceaux de concours, the Pièce Concertante is 

comprised of several contrasting sections, beginning and ending with the same declamatory 

material.  Other sections include a cadenza and a lyrical calmato.  Semler-Collery evokes the 

hunt throughout the piece by using compound meters and recognizably Dampierre-style 

melodies (Figure 27). 

 

  

Figure 27:  Pièce Concertante, mm. 40-46 

 

Semler-Collery updates the archetype by use of chromaticism and mixed meters, 

although neither technique is used in an avant-garde or otherwise unusual manner.  Semler-

Collery bridges the gap between the traditional morceaux de concours and the new ideas being 

presented by many of the younger composers who wrote for the Paris Conservatory.  Pièce 

Concertante is familiar harmonically and, although it is a little short on rests, would present only 

a moderate challenge to the average college horn player.  As an alternative to the over-
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programmed Dukas Villanelle or Bozza En Forêt, the Pièce Concertante is a welcome addition 

to the repertoire; however, it has never been recorded and has remained unduly unfamiliar to 

most horn players. 

 

1955:  Henri Tomasi – Concerto 

 Henri Tomasi was born in Marseilles in 1901 and began his studies at the regional 

conservatory there.  Poverty forced Tomasi to find employment at the age of fifteen, playing 

piano in early cinemas, where he discovered his gift for improvisation and composition.  With 

the help of a generous benefactor, as well as a grant from the city of Marseilles, Tomasi studied 

with Philippe Gaubert and Vincent d’Indy at the Paris Conservatory, where he earned a Premier 

prix in conducting and the Prix de Rome in 1927.  He helped found the contemporary music 

group, Le Triton, in the 1930s, whose membership included Sergei Prokofiev, Darius Milhaud, 

Francis Poulenc and Arthur Honegger.  For many years, Tomasi divided his career between 

conducting and composing but, in 1956, due to encroaching deafness, he gave up conducting and 

focused on composition until his death in 1971.90  Tomasi was extremely prolific, writing sixteen 

concertos, eight operas, ten ballets, and numerous chamber works.  Other works for horn include 

the Chant corse, based on the Corsican song, “Nelli monti di Cuscioni” and originally written as 

a vocalise, and the Danse profane, initially the second movement of a set of five dances for 

various soloists and chamber orchestra.91   

 Of Corsican descent, Henri Tomasi wrote music infused with Mediterranean light and 

color, often drawing on Corsican music and themes for inspiration.  Although currently part of 
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France, Corsica has been invaded and ruled by Carthaginians, Greeks, Etruscans, Romans, 

Vandals, Ostrogoths, Byzantines, Lombards, Saracens, Barbary pirates, and Genoans, resulting 

in a rich and exotic culture.   Proximity to the Maghreb region, Italy, and Spain continue to 

influence music and art on the island.92  The critic Émile Vuillermoz, in writing of Tomasi, says 

that he must have gathered “les effluves de la civilisation arabe” (the effluvia of Arab 

civilization) in Corsica, using oriental patterns, timbres and rhythms with “une habilité 

diabolique” (diabolical skill).93  Tomasi’s music did not escape the influence of his French 

contemporaries, but he still maintained an individual voice through his use of dissonance, color, 

and an intense directness of expression.94 

 Tomasi’s morceau de concours, Concerto, is dedicated to horn player Lucien Thévet, 

who gave the premiere of the concerto on October 11, 1955.95  Thévet was a graduate of the 

Paris Conservatory, in Edouard Vuillermoz’s last class, in 1937.  He became one of the most 

well-known and successful horn players in France, serving as principal horn of both the Paris 

Opera Orchestra and the Paris Radio Orchestra, as well as teaching at the Conservatoire de 

Versailles for over thirty years.96  Like Devémy, Thévet was well known as a virtuoso and 

played with a pronounced vibrato.   
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The Tomasi Concerto is a work in three movements:  Pastorale, Nocturne (Cadence), 

and Final (Chevauchée).  The first movement is in ternary form.  The A section is a folksong, in 

duple compound time, bucolic and dreamy in nature, and very appropriate to the movement’s 

title (Figure 28).  Musicologist Jane Eschrich claims that the melody was used by Tomasi no 

fewer than seven times in various compositions;97 it is likely that, given Tomasi’s predilection 

for Corsican elements, the melody is based on the folk music of his ancestry.   

 

 

Figure 28: Concerto, mvt. 1, mm. 4-24 

 

The B section of the Pastorale is a peasant dance, which demands agility and finesse 

from the performer in its precarious leaps and high tessitura (Figure 29).  The Pastorale leads 

immediately into the second movement, the Nocturne (Cadence).  The accompaniment is 

composed entirely of perfect fifths, over which the horn plays archetypal horn calls, alternating 
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between open and bouchés (stopped), as if the calls were echoing over mountains and hills 

(Figure 30).   

 

 

Figure 29: Concerto, mvt. 1, mm. 210-217 

 

 

Figure 30:  Concerto, mvt. 2, mm. 5-10 

 

The third movement is attacca and, true to its parenthetical title, evokes the sounds of 

warriors on horseback, as a chevauchée was a horse charge for raiding enemy territory.98  The 

martial atmosphere is underscored in the trumpet and snare drum, ensuring that the duple 

compound meter is not mistaken for an evocation of the hunt; however, the horn plays similar 

calls, which present considerable challenges of flexibility and accuracy to the performer (Figure 

31).  

The manifold challenges of the first and third movement of the Concerto are an 

impediment to its successful performance, although it is commonly used as an examination piece 
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in France.99  In comparison with Tomasi’s other brass concertos, the Concerto for Trumpet 

(1948) and the Concerto for Trombone (1956), it is still relatively unfamiliar to American horn 

players; fortunately, the availability of a stellar recording, with Martin Hackleman and the CBC 

Vancouver Orchestra, released in 2006, should help to ameliorate the situation. 

 

 

Figure 31:  Concerto, mvt. 3, mm. 18-23 

 

1956:  Eugène Bigot – Récit, Scherzo et Final 

 In 1956, Eugène Bigot again composed the morceau de concours for the horn class at the 

Paris Conservatory, twenty years after his first contribution, Deuxième Pièce, in 1937.  As the 

title suggests, the piece is in three continuous sections:  an improvisatory Moderato, a waltz-like 

scherzo, and an agitato Finale.  None of the three sections relents in its virtuosic demands, with 

abundant technical passages, lip trills, sustained high notes, and octave (or larger) leaps and 

slurs.  Bigot creates a piece of music that is idiomatic for horn in that it presents the performer 

with the opportunity to exhibit mastery of various techniques of horn playing but, unlike many of 

his predecessors, does not rely on archetypal horn motifs in order to do so.  The result is one of 

the more challenging morceaux written for Devémy’s classes, but the material is not particularly 

original or exciting, resulting in a lack of performances and recordings. 
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1957:  Noël Gallon – Andante et Presto 

 Born in 1891, Noël Gallon won the Premier Grand Prix de Rome in 1910 after studying 

with his brother, Jean, and returned to the Paris Conservatory in 1920 as a faculty member.  He is 

one of the most influential composers to write a morceau de concours for Jean Devémy, but his 

influence stemmed from his many years as professor of counterpoint and fugue at the Paris 

Conservatory.  Although he enjoyed success as a composer of dramatic orchestral 

works “marked by elegance and clarity, and by a discreet impressionism that veils his 

contrapuntal skill,”100 he is mostly remembered as the teacher of such renowned students as 

Olivier Messiaen, Tony Aubin, Maurice Duruflé, Henri Dutilleux, Lukas Foss, and many of the 

other composers who wrote morceaux for Jean Devémy, including Yvonne Desportes, Jeanne 

Demessieux, Henri Challan, and Odette Gartenlaub.  Twenty-one of his students won the coveted 

Grand Prix de Rome, and sixteen returned to teach at the Paris Conservatory, while fourteen 

became directors of provincial conservatories throughout France.  Gallon also wrote a treatise on 

counterpoint in collaboration with Marcel Bitsch in addition to pedagogical works for use at the 

Paris Conservatory.  He died in 1966. 

 The Andante et Presto of 1957’s concours is a six-minute work in two main sections, 

with a short, declamatory introduction.  Its harmonic language is reminiscent of the beginning of 

the century, with shades of impressionism in its prolific use of modality, extended chords and 

perfect fourths.  Tonality is obscured by these techniques, as well as by rampant chromaticism 

but, at the beginning of the piece, its tonal center is B; by the end of the piece, the tonal center 
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has shifted to E.  This V-I motion is almost completely obscured by Gallon’s constantly shifting, 

rhapsodic harmonic language.   

 Gallon uses two main themes in his Andante et Presto.  The first appears in the first three 

measures of the piece, in its most simplistic form (Figure 32).  The second theme is presented at 

the beginning of the Andante, characterized by a rising fourth followed by a descending half-step 

(Figure 33). 

 

 

Figure 32:  Andante et Presto, mm. 1-4 

  

 

Figure 33:  Andante et Presto, mm. 20-22 

 

The two themes are transformed throughout the piece, much in the style of earlier 

morceaux de concours, such as the Dukas Villanelle.  Given Gallon’s background and 

profession, it is no surprise that he writes in the style of the older establishment.  Unlike many of 

his predecessors, Gallon makes no overt reference to the hunting past of the horn; however, the 

presto section, in duple compound meter, is reminiscent of galloping horses, a common means of 

evoking the hunt.   These elements of familiarity have given the Andante et Presto moderate 

success as a recital piece; it has also been recorded by Eldon Matlick on the CD, The French 
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Connection (2011).  The piece is of moderate difficulty and would be appropriate for an 

undergraduate student, as well as a professional horn player in recital. 

 

1958:  Robert Planel – Caprice  

 Robert Planel wrote the first of his two morceaux de concours for horn in 1958, in the 

middle of a long and successful career in music.  Born in 1908 into a musical family (his father 

Alphonse founded the first music school in the city of Montélimar), Planel entered the Paris 

Conservatory at age fourteen as a violin student.  He also studied composition with Henri Büsser 

and Paul Vidal, winning the Premier Grand Prix de Rome in 1933.  After serving as a band 

leader in World War II, he devoted the rest of his career to the promotion of music education, 

serving as the Inspector General of music education in the City of Paris and the Department of 

the Seine for twenty-eight years.  He worked tirelessly to promote contemporary music, choral 

singing, and music education for underprivileged children and the disabled.  Because of his 

official duties, he remained in constant contact with the teachers of the Paris Conservatory and 

was frequently asked to sit on juries or compose contest pieces.  Planel continued to compose 

until his death in 1994, producing an oeuvre characterized by a gift for melody, jazz influences, 

gaiety, subtlety, and delicacy.101   For his many contributions to musical life in France, Planel 

was awarded the Chevalier of the Legion of Honor in 1951 and the Chevalier of Arts and Letters 

in 1962. 

 Planel’s Caprice is a multi-section work, approximately seven and half minutes long, 

beginning with a Maestoso fanfare.  The remaining sections alternate between slow and fast, 
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ending with an upbeat Plus vite in the tradition of many of the previous morceaux de concours, 

displaying the performer’s technical prowess and high range abilities.  The slow theme is both 

charming and expansive, exhibiting Planel’s melodic gift (Figure 34), while the allegro theme is 

duple compound, an obvious reference to hunting horn calls (Figure 35).   

 

 

Figure 34:  Caprice, mm. 29-40 

 

 

Figure 35:  Caprice, mm. 84-88 

 

The two themes alternate in a capricious manner from which the title is derived, 

accompanied by a piano part more similar to popular music and jazz than the French 

impressionism still exhibited by many of Planel’s contemporaries.  Some sections are 

reminiscent of Gershwin in the manner in which Planel pits the piano, in triple meter, against the 
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horn part, in duple.  The result is a refreshing blend of traditional morceaux de concours forms 

and ideas in a new harmonic context.  Although the ending does present the performer with a 

challenge in terms of range and endurance, the overall piece is an appropriate jury or recital 

piece for the advanced undergraduate student or professional.  Eldon Matlick has also recorded 

this piece on his 2011 French Connection CD. 

 

1959:  Jean Françaix – Divertimento  

 One of the most frequently performed and recorded morceaux de concours is the 

Divertimento of Jean Françaix, written for the 1959 contests.  Given the popularity of its 

composer, as well as the high quality of the piece itself, this is no surprise.  Jean Françaix was 

born in 1912 and began composing at age four, attracting the attention of Maurice Ravel, who 

counseled Françaix’s father not to stifle Jean’s curiosity or youthful sensibilities.102  Françaix 

began studying with Nadia Boulanger at ten years of age and earned a Premier prix at the Paris 

Conservatory in piano; his success as a pianist, both as soloist and collaborator, is reflected in his 

compositions, in which piano often plays an important and difficult role.  Françaix composed 

almost constantly throughout his lifetime, amassing an output of over two hundred works of 

various genres, from opera to instrumental duos.   

Throughout Françaix’s career, despite criticisms of his conservatism and lightness, his 

compositions remained resolutely tonal and he took pride in his self-proclaimed neo-classicism, 

often using traditional forms and genres, such as concertos and sonatas.  His music is full of 

eclecticism and gracefulness, and he always strove to give pleasure, stating, “Emmanuel 
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Chabrier is my good master.”103  He has also been compared to Camille Saint-Saëns and Francis 

Poulenc and has even been said to embody the Gallic spirit through his clarity, proportion, and 

elegance.104  Accordingly, he remains one of the most frequently performed French composers of 

the twentieth century, particularly outside France;105 however, accessibility for the listener is 

often the result of steep virtuosic demands on the performer, particularly in matters of technical 

proficiency, rhythm, and ensemble.   

 Jean Françaix wrote numerous compositions for horn in various combination with other 

instruments.  In addition to the Divertimento, Françaix also wrote the Canon à l’Octave for horn 

and piano; other chamber works for horn include two woodwind quintets, a horn quartet, and two 

sextets, one with bass clarinet and one with piano, both in addition to the normal woodwind 

quintet. 

 The Divertimento is in three movements in the typical fast-slow-fast pattern:  

Introduzione, Aria di Cantabile, and Canzonetta.  All three movements exhibit Françaix’s 

characteristic tongue-in-cheek frivolity, wit, and grace.  In typical Françaix fashion, the horn and 

piano parts are both virtuosic; although the music may not look complicated on the page, 

Françaix continually throws the performer off balance with subtle changes in patterns, technical 

passagework, and tricky rhythms.  Another difficulty presented in the third movement is a c-

sharp’’’, an unusually high note for Françaix’s day; even today, despite the ubiquity of the triple 

horn, the extremes of the high register remain a treacherous challenge. 
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 Frequently performed by students and professionals alike, the Divertimento has also been 

recorded numerous times.  Great horn players including Peter Damm, Bruno Schneider, Radek 

Baborák, André Cazalet, and Lowell Greer have all recorded their interpretation of Françaix’s 

piece, and many of these recordings are still available to purchase.  An orchestral 

accompaniment is also available, and the orchestral version has been recorded by Zbigniew Żuk 

on the Żuk Records label. 

 

1960:  Pierre Capdevielle – Élégie de Duino 

 Pierre Capdevielle was born in 1906 and died in 1969.  A student of Paul Vidal and 

Vincent d’Indy, he was appointed Membre des Jurys at the Paris Conservatory in 1942 and 

taught chamber music there.  He also served as director of the chamber music department of 

Radiodiffusion-Télévision Française, where he formed a special chamber orchestra that toured 

throughout Europe.  Other official posts included president of the French section of ISCM, 

member of the International Music Council to UNESCO, and founder-president of the Centre de 

Documentation de Musique Internationale.  In 1961, he was made a Chevalier of the Legion of 

Honor.  Capdevielle’s music includes film music for Jacques Cousteau, two operas, three 

symphonies, and various chamber, orchestral, and choral works.  Critic and musicologist Claude 

Rostand described Capdevielle as a romantic and an independent, who “borrows from all those 

elements which lend themselves to whatever he wishes to express.”106 

 Capdevielle frequently used literary themes in his compositions, and the Élégie de Duino 

is no exception.  The title is a reference to the poetry of Rainer Maria Rilke, who wrote a set of 

ten Duino Elegies, begun in 1912 and published in 1923.  The poet was staying in Duino Castle 
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on the Adriatic Sea when he began the collection and was suffering from severe depression at the 

time.  Critics and scholars recognize the poems as Rilke’s most important work.107  The poems 

are intensely religious and mystical in nature; by their title, they should be exclusively 

melancholic and lamentating, but Rilke also displays positive energy and “unrestrained 

enthusiasm.”108  They have been described as dealing with “the limitations and insufficiency of 

the human condition and fractured human consciousness… man’s loneliness, the perfection of 

the angels, life and death, love and lovers, and the task of the poet.”109   

Capdevielle’s Élégie is suitably dark and tempestuous, representative of what 

Capdevielle called the “essence of art”:  its mission must be to interpret the divine, as well as the 

human.110  To express Rilke’s wide-ranging and intense emotions, Capdevielle uses sudden 

dynamic contrasts and angular, atonal melodies and motifs.  Tone clusters abound throughout the 

piano accompaniment, and several twelve-tone rows appear; however, they are seldom used in 

inversion, retrograde, retrograde inversion, or even more than one time.  It is interesting to note, 

however, that the tritone is remarkably scarce in these tone rows, as Capdevielle relies more 

heavily on the intervals of a minor third/major sixth and a minor second/major seventh.  The 

minor quality of the former and the inherent dissonance of the latter intervals contribute to an 

overall feeling of angst and melancholy throughout the piece.   
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 The atonality of the Élégie de Duino presents an obvious challenge to the performers, 

piano and horn alike, but there are also other difficulties to surmount in performing this piece.  

The dynamic range of the piece is quite large, and sudden and subtle changes both demand 

excellent control on the part of the performer.  Capdevielle also writes complicated rhythms 

throughout the piece, many of which obscure any kind of pulse, making ensemble between the 

two instruments extremely challenging.  Musically and technically, the Élégie de Duino was the 

most difficult of the morceaux de concours when it was written, and markedly so.  It would be 

suitable for only the most advanced university students, and then only if they were willing to 

devote the painstaking care necessary to correctly perform this complicated piece.  Capdevielle’s 

morceau is rarely programmed and it has not been recorded professionally.   

 

1961:  René Duclos – Sur la Montagne 

 René Duclos lived from 1899 to 1964.  He is most well known for his namesake choir, 

Choeur René Duclos, which amassed an impressive discography, mostly dating from the 1960s.  

The choir recorded many seminal French operas, including Bizet’s Carmen, Gounod’s Faust, 

and Offenbach’s Les contes d’Hoffmann, and collaborated with the most celebrated conductors 

and singers of their time, such as Maria Callas, Elisabeth Schwartzkopf, and André Cluytens.  

Duclos’ other compositions include recital pieces for saxophone and bassoon and two morceaux 

de concours for the trombone.   

 Sur la Montagne (On the Mountain) is in three sections, in the slow-quick-slow pattern of 

the French overture.  The opening Lento is marked librement, or freely, and contains expansive 

melodies that span almost two octaves, exhibiting the horn player’s flexibility.  In rather unusual 
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fashion, Duclos writes extensively in the bass clef, exploiting the low range of the horn much 

more fully than most of his peers (Figure 36). 

 

 

Figure 36:  Sur la Montagne, mm. 12-15 

  

Duclos’s harmonic palette is highly chromatic, in the style of early Schönberg or Reger, 

with constantly shifting tonality.  Sur la Montagne unfolds like a fantasy or rhapsody, with 

frequent drastic dynamic changes and expressive melodies throughout.  Although the horn part is 

far too chromatic to resemble actual horn calls, Duclos effectively evokes the title’s subject by 

using compound meter and perfect fourths in the horn part (Figure 37).   

 

 

Figure 37:  Sur la Montagne, mm. 62-66 

 

The result is not unpleasant, but neither is it easy to listen to.  Horn players have not taken up the 

piece; it has not been recorded and is rarely, if ever, programmed. 
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1962:  Jeanne Demessieux – Ballade  

 Jeanne Demessieux was known primarily as an organist during her short life, and many 

of her compositions were written for that instrument.  Born in 1921, she came to Paris with the 

ambition of becoming a piano virtuoso and composer; however, at the Paris Conservatory, after 

winning prizes in harmony, piano, and fugue, she entered the organ class of the legendary Marcel 

Dupré.  She quickly earned a Premier prix in his class but was denied any such prize in 

composition.111  Dupré, however, found in her his ideal pupil, someone to carry out his ambitions 

of preserving the great Romantic tradition of French organ playing while simultaneously 

developing and exploring new heights in organ virtuosity.  In these goals, Dupré was in violent 

opposition to a new generation of French organists who, in championing Baroque repertoire and 

playing styles, derided Dupré and his student, Demessieux, resulting in ruthless and sometimes 

devastating competition in the Paris organ world.112   

Under Dupré’s tutelage, Demessieux’s abilities flourished, in both virtuosity and 

improvisation but, during her lifetime, she was denied the renown she deserved in Paris due to 

the rivalries between various factions among Parisian organists.  Her tours throughout Europe 

and in the United States, however, were hugely successful.  She was the first female organist to 

be invited to play at Westminster Abbey and even played for the coronation of Queen Elizabeth 

II in 1953.113  In addition to her touring career, Demessieux served as the organ professor at the 

Liège Conservatory and as organist at several prestigious Paris churches, including the 

Madeleine.  It has been suggested that she had barely reached the zenith of her powers upon her 
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untimely death in 1968.  In an age when it was strictly taboo to discuss illness – to the point that 

a person could become a social outcast if he or she were known to be seriously ill – Jeanne 

Demessieux suffered from ill health throughout most of her life, battling cancer and exhaustion 

even as she continued to travel and perform.114 

 The 1962 Ballade for horn and piano is the only composition Jeanne Demessieux wrote 

for a brass instrument and one of only a handful of compositions that did not involve the organ.  

It is also the only morceau de concours not dedicated to Jean Devémy.  Instead, the inscription 

reads “à Monsieur René Dommange.”  Dommange was a lawyer, music publisher, and French 

politician who supported the Vichy regime during World War II and was subsequently ostracized 

following the end of the war.  He was the managing director of Durand et Cie, who published 

many of Demessieux’s works.  His poetry was put to music by several composers of his time, 

including, most notably, Jazz dans la nuit, which was set by Albert Roussel.   

 Demessieux’s Ballade fits the definition of its title easily, with several sections of 

dramatic contrasting material that seem to tell an unknown story of hunting and heroism.  Duple 

compound horn call material abounds in the fast sections; Demessieux’s version of this common 

motif is less stylized than those of her peers, being much more straightforward diatonically and 

rhythmically (Figure 38), much like the horn calls by Dampierre catalogued by Serré de Rieux in 

the eighteenth century.  Demessieux’s harmonic language, however, is only marginally tonal.  

Triads are used in combination to create dissonances, perfect fifths are left without a third to 

define their function, and added notes destabilize chords that might have otherwise sounded 

consonant and functional.   
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Figure 38:  Ballade, mm. 140-144 

 

After flirting with several tonal centers, the piece ends in F-dorian, as established by open 

chords in the piano and simple scales in the horn part (Figure 39).  Although the horn part is not 

unreasonably difficult, the unusual aural demands of the Ballade have prevented it from 

becoming a popular recital piece.  

 

 

Figure 39:  Ballade, mm. 209-214 

 

1963:  Claude Pascal – Sonate   

 Claude René Georges Pascal, born in 1921 and still living today, is one of the youngest 

composers to have written for Jean Devémy’s horn class.  Pascal was something of a child 

prodigy, entering the Paris Conservatory at the age of ten and appearing in the role of Yniold in 

Debussy’s Pelléas et Mélisande at the Théâtre Champs-Élysées in 1933.  Pascal eventually 
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earned five Premiers prix at the Paris Conservatory and went on to win the coveted Premier 

Grand Prix de Rome in 1945, which he shared with Marcel Bitsch.  Upon his return from the 

Villa Medici, Pascal served as a vocal coach at the Opéra-Comique before being named to the 

Paris Conservatory faculty in 1952, as professor of sight-singing.  In 1965, he was named a 

faculty advisor and assistant to director Raymond Gallois-Montbrun, a position he held until his 

retirement in 1987.  From 1969 to 1979 he also worked as a music critic for the respected daily 

newspaper, Le Figaro. Over the course of his career, he continued to compose an eclectic variety 

of orchestral, chamber, solo instrumental, and vocal music.115  Of a light and accessible nature, 

his music remains popular and is frequently performed and recorded.  It has been described as 

not following any particular school – “Neither serial, nor aleatory, nor atonal nor concrete” 116  – 

being instead melodic, elegant, and spontaneous, with a traditional aesthetic.117 Other works for 

horn by Pascal are the Equinoxe for horn and piano, Sonate pour cor seul, and a quartet, entitled 

Allegro, choral, et fugato.  An octet of mixed winds also utilizes the horn. 

 Pascal’s Sonate is a one-movement work loosely based on traditional sonata form.  The 

exposition is easily divided into two groups, the first in the tonic key and the second in the 

dominant; however, subsequent Lent et calme and Vif sections do not develop previous material 

and instead introduce new ideas and a new key.  The recapitulation begins in this new key before 

modulating back to the original tonic for a presentation of both the first and second groups, 

followed by a brief coda.    
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 The Sonate is reminiscent of the Françaix Divertimento in its charm and elegance.  Like 

Françaix, Pascal does not feel the need to draw on hunting horn archetypes yet still creates music 

that feels idiomatic to the instrument.  The range is ideal for the horn, with one well-placed c’’’ 

in the middle section and, although the performer is required to show mastery of lip trills and 

stopped horn in the typical manner of the morceaux de concours, none of the techniques should 

be beyond the grasp of an advanced undergraduate student.  Musically, the Sonate is widely 

accessible, due to Pascal’s ability to push the boundaries of tonality without ever leaving them.  

For these reasons, it is not infrequently performed, although it does not have the popularity it 

rightly deserves.  It has been recorded by French player Michel Coquart and by David Griffin of 

the Chicago Symphony. 

 

1964:  Pierre Hasquenoph – Concertino  

 Born in 1922, Pierre Hasquenoph discovered music as the son of a radio enthusiast who 

avidly listened to classical music on the wireless sets he built.  Hasquenoph pointed to a 

broadcast of Le Sacre du printemps when he was twelve or thirteen years of age as the “coup de 

foudre” (lightning bolt) that caused him to think about music’s role in his future.118  At the age of 

twenty, he abandoned his medical studies to become a student at the École César-Franck, where 

he studied harmony, counterpoint, composition, and orchestral conducting with Guy de 

Lioncourt and Marcel Labey.  In 1950, at the age of twenty-eight, he entered the Paris 

Conservatory, where he studied with Darius Milhaud and Jean Rivier until 1955.  He obtained a 

Deuxième prix in composition there in 1951.  Hasquenoph’s career was primarily in radio.  He 

was an employee of Radio-France from 1958 until his death in 1982, serving as director of the 
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chamber music department from 1973.  As a composer, Hasquenoph received moderate 

recognition during his lifetime, winning the Grand Prix de la Ville de Paris for his Fourth 

Symphony in 1959.  Other compositions include five concertos, two ballets, two operas, and 

plenteous chamber music, including a brass quintet.  Hasquenoph did not subscribe to any 

particular school of composition but rather focused on thematic invention and clarity of 

orchestration.  He preferred employing polyphony and counterpoint over traditional harmony, 

resulting at times in atonal language.119 

 The Concertino for Horn and String Instruments was the morceau de concours for 1964; 

in 1967, the piece was given its official premiere by Joszef Molnar and the Orchestre de 

Chambre de Lausanne under the direction of Arpad Gerecz.120  A ten-minute work, it is in three 

separate movements:  Allegro, Andantino, and Final:  Allegro vivo.  For the original concours, 

twenty-eight bars were cut from the second movement.  The piece is very difficult, with a high 

tessitura and limited rests for the horn player.  Hasquenoph’s atonal palette can also be a 

deterrent to performers; melodies are built around major and minor seconds and tritones, and the 

piano accompaniment is riddled with tone clusters.  Although Hasquenoph’s music much more 

accurately reflects the musical trends of the 1960s than many of the other morceaux de concours, 

the Concertino is rarely performed and has not been recorded. 

 

1965:  Marcel Bitsch – Choral  

 Marcel Bitsch was born in 1921 to a musical family in Toulouse.  He began his studies at 

the Schola Cantorum, continuing at the École César-Franck, finally entering the Paris 

Conservatory and the Sorbonne in 1940, studying composition, harmony, and counterpoint and 
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fugue at the former and philosophy at the latter.  In 1943 and 1944, he entered the Prix de Rome 

and was awarded smaller prizes, and in 1945, he won the Grand Prix, sharing the award with 

Claude Pascal in the first tie since 1918’s Grand Prix was awarded to both Nadia Boulanger and 

Claude Delvincourt.  After his time in Rome, Bitsch decided to dedicate his life to teaching and 

composition equally and returned to the École César-Franck as professor of musical writing.  In 

1956, he became a professor at the Paris Conservatory, teaching solfège and later counterpoint 

and fugue until his retirement in 1985.   In his later years, Bitsch also devoted himself to the 

analysis of the music of J. S. Bach; his analytical editions of Bach’s works are considered 

authoritative.121  Bitsch’s compositions include orchestral, chamber, and vocal works, as well as 

a number of pedagogical works and several morceaux de concours for the Paris Conservatory.   

The 1965 morceau for horn was Choral, a six-minute piece comprised of a theme (a 

chorale) (Figure 40) and five variations plus codetta.  The first four variations are fairly 

straightforward – only three to five lines long – with the opportunity for the performer to rest 

briefly between each one; the fifth variation, however, is longer than the other variations 

combined and has few rests.  It also has an extremely high tessitura, with long lines of sustained 

fortissimo notes above the staff (Figure 41).  It is most likely due to this difficult and musically 

ungratifying variation that the Choral is not a popular recital piece.  Unlike Bitsch’s other horn 

piece, Variations sur une chanson française, it has not been recorded; however, it does 

occasionally appear as a contest piece in France, remaining a part of the concours d’entrée for 

the Paris Conservatory for many years.122 

 

                                                           
121 Denis Havard de la Montagne, “Marcel Bitsch (1921-2011),” Musica et Memoria, accessed September 5, 2014, 

http://www.musimem.com/prix-de-rome.html. 
122 Vincent Andrieux, e-mail to the author, September 7, 2014. 
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Figure 40:  Choral, Theme (mm.  1-13) 

 

 

Figure 41:  Choral, Variation 5, excerpt 

 

1966:  Robert Planel – Légende   

 Robert Planel’s second morceau de concours for Jean Devémy’s horn studio, written 

eight years after his Caprice, was the Légende pour Cor en fa et Piano.  A légende is a piece 

intended to portray a legend or have a legendary, narrative character; unlike Guillou’s earlier 

légende, Mon Nom est Rolande…, Planel’s piece does not make overt reference to a specific 

narrative or character but has all the elements of a great story.  The six-minute piece begins with 
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a dramatic introduction, representing the hero, who declares his presence with horn calls through 

the peaceful medieval forest (Figure 42). 

 

 

Figure 42:  Légende, mm. 1-4 

 

A lyrical, romantic interlude follows, most likely meant to represent the hero in love.  

Once again, Planel shows his melodic finesse, providing the horn player an opportunity to 

exhibit musicality and the beauty of the horn’s timbre.  After the hero has won the fair maiden, 

he must go off to war, which is represented by the martial motifs of the next section, marked 

Animé.  Mixed and changing meters create a sense of unease as the hero faces an unknown 

danger (Figure 43), but he is triumphant and, in a lengthy récit and the following Très largement 

restatement, his opening horn call motifs declare his victory.  Finally, a celebratory Vif section 

uses material from the Animé section, representing the joy of victory.  

Similar to his Caprice, Planel’s Légende is tonal and accessible; however, although the 

Légende is occasionally programmed, it has yet to earn the recognition it deserves.  A recording 

is available, on Robin Dauer’s album, Souvenir:  French Recital Pieces for Horn and Piano 

(1997) on the Mark Records label.   
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Figure 43:  Légende, mm. 57-63 

 

1967:  Henri Challan – Variations  

 Henri Challan, born in 1910, was the overshadowed twin brother of René Challan, winner 

of the Premier Grand Prix de Rome in 1935.  After studying with Jean Gallon and Henri Büsser 

at the Paris Conservatory, Henri also entered the Prix de Rome contest, earning the Premier 

Second Grand Prix in 1936.  He immediately began his career at the Paris Conservatory, where 

he taught harmony.  During World War II, Challan was held as a prisoner of war, a distinction 

which helped him earn a commission from the Vichy government, as well as additional grants 

toward publishing the resulting Symphonie en sol majeur.  He then resumed his role at the Paris 

Conservatory and before the Prix de Rome was discontinued in 1969, Challan taught many of its 

laureates, including Jean-Claude Henry, Christian Manen, Alain Louvier, Jean-Pierre Rivière, 

Noël Lancien, and Roger Boutry.  A proponent of “pure,” unprogrammatic music, Challan’s 

compositions excluded anything superfluous but retained the “atticisme poétique de Fauré” 

(poetic Atticism of Fauré).123  Although his compositional output was very small, his 

                                                           
123 Machabey, 46. 
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pedagogical works, including a ten-volume work on the study of harmony, remain well-

respected. 

 Challan’s Variations was the contest piece in 1967.  The harmonic language of the piece 

is atonal; the theme is based on perfect fourths and fifths, and although Challan primarily uses 

triads in the piano accompaniment, they do not function in the traditional manner.  Challan also 

uses polytonality, constantly changing meters, and mixed and composite meters.  Music critic 

Niall O’Loughlin was unimpressed by Challan’s work, describing it as “a little somber and 

earthbound, as the main variations are simply melodic decorations round full piano chords.”124  

O’Loughlin’s criticisms are overly harsh, as the horn melodies are full of expressive possibilities 

and Challan’s dissonances are not overpowering but often interesting.  Varations is a very 

difficult piece, often appearing as part of the concours d’entrée at the Paris Conservatory.125  It is 

a nice addition to the recital repertoire, but a representative recording is needed to bring its 

potential to light. 

 

1968:  Odette Gartenlaub – Pour le Cor 

 Odette Gartenlaub was born in 1922, enrolled at the Paris Conservatory at the age of 

nine, and won a Premier prix in piano at fourteen years of age.  Subsequently, she won the 

International Gabriel Fauré Piano Competition at the age of fifteen, but decided to aspire to 

become a composer instead of a concert pianist.  Against the wishes of her piano teacher, she 

began studying with Bloch, Gallon and, most notably, Messiaen.  Her studies were interrupted by 

the German occupation during the Second World War, when all Jewish students were forced to 

                                                           
124 Niall O'Loughlin review of French Wind, by Claude Pascal, Tony Aubin, Eugene Bozza, Pierre Hasquenoph, 

Henri Challan, Claude Arrieu, The Musical Times 109, no. 1505 (July 1968): 660. 
125 Vincent Andrieux. 
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leave the Paris Conservatory.  After the war, Messiaen tried to convince her to return; she chose 

instead to enter the classes of Büsser (later replaced by Milhaud) and Gallon, a decision she 

always regretted.126  She went on to win the Premier Grand Prix de Rome in 1948.  She joined 

the faculty of the Paris Conservatory in 1959, where she taught solfège and sight-singing until 

her retirement in 1989.  In 1984, Gartenlaub founded the Association des professeurs de 

formation musicale (APFM) and served as its president until 1995.  Her extensive catalog 

includes works of nearly every genre, including thirteen contest pieces for various instruments 

and numerous pedagogical texts.  Other works incorporating horn include two woodwind 

quintets and a sextet for woodwind quintet plus percussion. 

 Pour le Cor is an avant-garde piece of music approximately six and a half minutes in 

duration.  It is comprised of alternating fast and slow sections.  In an atonal milieu, Gartenlaub 

features the major seventh and tritone intervals throughout the piece, as well as a motif of two 

rising whole steps followed by a descending half step.  Much of the remaining material, in both 

piano and horn parts, is motoric and gestural, with few memorable melodies.  Gartenlaub’s 

contribution to the concours repertoire is extremely difficult, presenting musical, technical, and 

ensemble challenges to the performer.  An excellent recording of Pour le Cor can be heard on 

Lin Foulk’s album, Four Elements (2003). 

 

1969:  Alfred Désenclos – Préambule, Complainte, et Finale 

 Alfred Désenclos wrote his second morceau de concours, the Préambule, Complainte, et 

Finale, nineteen years after his first.  As the title suggests, his second contribution was in three 

                                                           
126 Odette Gartenlaub, “De la rue de Madrid au Grand Prix de Rome,” in Messiaen: l'empreinte d'un geant, ed. 

Catherine Lechner-Reydellet (Paris: Sequier, 2008), 237-240. 
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movements.  Within each movement, there are various tempo changes, but the standard fast-

slow-fast framework is still utilized. 

 The Préambule movement starts at moderato and presents meandering melodic material 

before a short scherzando, in which the wandering melody is intensified dynamically and 

rhythmically before returning to the opening material.  The Complainte, marked Calmo, senza 

rigore, also has a melody that seems to gently ramble, gradually intensifying until it comes to a 

lengthy cadenza.  The cadenza is very difficult and requires great flexibility, covering a large 

range and containing multiple lip trills.  The last movement of the piece has a short four-measure 

piano introduction, marked Largo.  The horn enters in the ensuing Molto allegro, and the two 

instruments engage in spirited dialog until they are interrupted by material from the second 

movement.  The piano’s introductory material then returns, followed by another fast section, 

with new material, another interjection of the Largo theme and the Calmo music and, finally, an 

animated conclusion.   

 In the nineteen years between Cantilène et Divertissements and Préambule, Complainte, 

et Finale, Désenclos’s harmonic language became more atonal, with more freely applied 

dissonances.  His melodic material became less sing-able; the overall tone of the second piece is 

much more modern and less romantic.  Accordingly, Préambule, Complainte, et Finale has not 

become as popular as the Cantilène et Divertissements.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CONCLUSION 

 Thirty-one examination pieces form an integral part of the legacy of the great horn 

professor, Jean Devémy.  Although the conservative and tradition-bound Paris Conservatory was 

often slow to react to the swirling currents of compositional innovation in the mid-twentieth 

century, composers associated with the institution were not completely immune to change and 

often adopted and adapted new ideas, incorporating them into the morceaux de concours 

repertoire.  The quality of these works varies greatly, but many are hidden gems, often from 

obscure or unfamiliar composers, waiting to be discovered.   

The specific pieces that deserve wider recognition and performance are Bousquet’s 

Agrotera, Brown’s Élégie, Marc’s Gethsemani, Guilbert’s Puzzle, Guillou’s Mon Nom est 

Rolande…, Désenclos’ Cantilène et Divertissements, Semler-Collery’s Pièce Concertante, the 

Tomasi Concerto, Gallon’s Andante et Presto, Planel’s Caprice and his Légende, and the Challan 

Variations.  Since recordings are available of Gethsemani, Cantilène et Divertissements, the 

Tomasi Concerto, and both of Planel’s pieces, I will endeavor to record the remaining seven 

pieces at some point in the future, as well as perform them in recital or at horn workshops. 

I will submit the necessary information about the morceaux de concours named here to 

the proprietor of the horn repertoire database, hornrep.org.  In addition, portions of this treatise 

will be reworked into an article or series of articles to be submitted to The Horn Call, the journal 

of the International Horn Society, as well as other professional journals.  It is my hope that this 

treatise, by exploring the potential of these overlooked works, and these means of disseminating 

information about them will inspire others to perform them in the future and, in doing so, 
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remember the man whose supreme musicianship and technical mastery of the horn inspired their 

composition: Jean Devémy. 
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APPENDIX A   

DISCOGRAPHY OF JEAN DEVÉMY 

Elsa Barraine, Crépuscules 

Joseph Benvenuti, piano 

Columbia Records, BF28 

 

Ludwig van Beethoven, Octet in E-flat, Op. 103 

 Société des Instruments à Vents 

 Classic Records, CN2085/7 

 

Ludwig van Beethoven, Quintet in E-flat, Op. 16 

 Odeon, 123902/4 

 

Francis Bousquet, Agrotera 

 Eugène Bigot, conductor, Concerts Lamoureux 

 Association Francaise d'Action Artistique, AA29 

 

Johannes Brahms, Trio in E-flat, Op. 40 

 Annie d’Arco, piano, Georges Alès, violin 

 Classic Records, C2103/6 

 LP reissues on Mercury MG15015, French Classic 6005, Esquire TN22-001 

 

Henri Büsser, Cantecor 

 Columbia Recorsds, BF12 

 

Henri Büsser, Pièce en Re, Op. 39 

 Garde Republicaine & Concerts Lamoureux 

 Columbia Records, D11003 
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Robert Clerisse, Chanson à Berger 

 Joseph Benvenuti, piano 

 Columbia Records, BF28 

 

Paul Dukas, Villanelle 

 Godfroy Andolfi, piano 

 Pathé, X98067 

 

Alexandre Glazunov, Rêverie, Op. 24 

 Albert Wolff, conductor, Concerts Lamoureux 

 Polydor Records, 647041 

 

Jacques Ibert, Trois Pièces Brèves 

 Quintette des Solistes de  la Musique de Garde Republicaine 

 Pathé, PAT11 

 

W. A. Mozart, Divertimento No. 16 in E-flat, K. 289 

 Société des Instruments à Vents 

 Gramophone, SL-168/9 

  

W. A. Mozart, Quintet in E-flat, K. 452 

 Yvette Grimaud, piano, Oubradous Quartet 

 Classic Records, 2017/9 

 CD reissue Alpha, 800 

 

W. A. Mozart, Symphonie concertante in E-flat, K. Anhang 1, no. 9/297b 

 Société des Instruments à Vents 

 VSM, SL 143-146 

 CD reissue Alpha, 800 
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Maurice Ravel, Pavane pour une Infante Defunte 

 Pedro de Freitas, conductor 

 Columbia Records, 68066-D, 68068-D 

 

Charles René, Strophes 

 Garde Republicaine & Concerts Lamoureux 

 Columbia Records, D11003 

 

Camille Saint-Saëns, Le Cygne 

 Concerts Lamoureux 

 Recording Label and Number Unknown 

 

Camille Saint-Saëns, Romance, Op. 36 

 Albert Wolff, conductor, Concerts Lamoureux 

 Polydor Records, 15071 

  

Igor Stravinsky, Rag-Time for Eleven Instruments 

 Igor Stravinsky, piano, Concerts Straram 

 Columbia Records, 68300-D 

 LP reissues Columbia, M30579, M56372, ML5772 

 CD reissue EMI, CDS 7 54607 2 

 

Anton Emil Titl, Sérénade 

 Lily Laskine, harp, Jean Boulze, flute, Concerts Lamoureux 

 Recording Label and Number Unknown 
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APPENDIX B 

THE MORCEAUX DE CONCOURS FOR HORN, 1938-1969 

Year Title Composer Range Length 

1938 Deuxième Pièce Eugène Bigot f-b-flat’’’ 5:00 

1939 Agrotera Francis Bousquet f-a-sharp’’’ 6:00 

1940 En Forêt d’Ile-de-France André Bloch e-a’’’ 5:00 

1941 En Forêt Eugène Bozza b-c’’’ 6:45 

1942 Dans la Montagne Alfred Bachelet c-c’’’ 8:50 

1943 Ballade Normande Yvonne Desportes f-c’’’ 4:40 

1944 Motifs Forestiers J. L. M. Maugüé G-a’’’ 6:30 

1945 Élégie Charles Brown g-sharp-a’’’ 6:00 

1946 Gethsemani Edmond Marc a-c’’’ 7:30 

1947 Puzzle Robert Guilbert G-c’’’ 8:30 

1948 Mon Nom est Rolande… René Guillou e-c’’’ 7:00 

1949 Cantabile et Scherzo Fernand Lamy c-c’’’ 6:15 

1950 Cantilène et Divertissement Alfred Desenclos d-flat-c’’’ 9:15 

1951 First movement of a Concerto W. A. Mozart Varies Varies 

1952 Pièce Paul Le Flem d-sharp-c’’’ 4:45 

1953 Improvisation Yvonne Desportes c-sharp-c’’’ 6:00 

1954 Pièce Concertante Jules Semler-Collery b-b’’’ 4:45 

1955 Concerto Henri Tomasi g-c’’’ 16:15 

1956 Récit, Scherzo, et Final Eugène Bigot f-c’’’ 7:00 

1957 Andante et Presto Noël Gallon f-sharp-b’’’ 6:20 
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1958 Caprice Robert Planel c-c’’’ 7:40 

1959 Divertimento Jean Françaix c-c-sharp’’’ 7:00 

1960 Élégie de Duino Pierre Capdevielle G-flat-c’’’ 6:40 

1961 Sur la Montagne René Duclos a-c’’’ 6:15 

1962 Ballade Jeanne Demessieux G-b’’’ 6:45 

1963 Sonate Claude Pascal e-c’’’ 7:15 

1964 Concertino Pierre Hasquenoph e-flat-c’’’ 9:45 

1965 Choral Marcel Bitsch d-c’’’ 6:15 

1966 Légende Robert Planel d-c’’’ 6:00 

1967 Variations Henri Challan G-c’’’ 6:30 

1968 Pour le Cor Odette Gartenlaub c-c’’’ 6:35 

1969 Préambule, Complainte, et Finale Alfred Desenclos G-c’’’ 9:30 
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APPENDIX C 

TEACHER’S GUIDE TO THE MORCEAUX DE CONCOURS 

 For the purpose of future submission to the hornrep.org database, the grading system 

used by the proprietor of the site has been used in the following table.  It is as follows: 

N = Novice – accessible to most young students and middle school students 

E = Easy – accessible to high school students 

M = Medium – first- or second-year undergraduate 

D = Difficult - third- or fourth-year undergraduate 

IA = Intermediate Advanced – fourth-year undergraduate to graduate 

A = Advanced – graduate and beyond 

Composer Title Grade 
Level 

Piano 
Level 

Specific Challenges 

Bachelet, 
Alfred 

Dans la Montagne IA A Endurance, lip trills 

Bigot, Eugène Deuxième Pièce E M Lip trills 
Bigot, Eugène Récit, Scherzo, et 

Final 
IA D Endurance, lip trills, technical passages 

Bitsch, Marcel Choral A IA Endurance, high range, composite 
meters 

Bloch, André En Forêt d’Ile-de-
France 

E M Lip trills, technical passages 

Bousquet, 
Francis 

Agrotera M IA Mid-low range, technical passages, lip 
trills 

Bozza, Eugène En Forêt E M Stopped horn, range, technical 
passages 

Brown, Charles Élégie IA D Key signature, technical passages, 
stopped horn 

Capdevielle, 
Pierre 

Élégie de Duino A A Dynamic control, atonality, range, 
rhythmic complexity, ensemble 

Challan, Henri Variations A A Atonality/polytonality, 
composite/mixed meters, range 

Demessieux, 
Jeanne 

Ballade IA A Tonal ambiguity, chromaticism, 
endurance, lip trills 

Desenclos, 
Alfred 

Cantilène et 
Divertissement 

A A Ensemble, tonal ambiguity, mid-low 
register, technical passages 
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Desenclos, 
Alfred 

Préambule, 
Complainte, et 
Finale 

A A Flexibility, lip trills, atonality, 
technical passages 

Desportes, 
Yvonne 

Ballade Normande D D Endurance, stopped horn 

Desportes, 
Yvonne 

Improvisation D IA Endurance, stopped horn, dynamic 
control 

Duclos, René Sur la Montagne IA A Flexibility, bass clef/low range, 
chromaticism 

Françaix, Jean Divertimento D D Technical passages, range, flutter 
tongue, lip trills 

Gallon, Noël Andante et Presto M M Tonal ambiguity, stopped horn 
Gartenlaub, 
Odette 

Pour le Cor A IA Atonality, mixed meters, endurance, 
ensemble 

Guilbert, 
Robert 

Puzzle D A Mixed meters, stopped horn 

Guillou, René Mon Nom est 
Rolande… 

M D Endurance, range, technical passages 

Hasquenoph, 
Pierre 

Concertino A A High tessitura, atonality, endurance, 
mixed meters, technical passages 

Lamy, Fernand Cantabile et Scherzo D D Stopped horn, lip trills 
Le Flem, Paul Pièce A IA Chromaticism, mixed meters, 

quintal/quartal harmonies, stopped 
horn 

Marc, Edmond Gethsemani D A Rhythmic ambiguity, ensemble, 
chromaticism, bass clef, range 

Maugüé, J. L. 
M. 

Motifs Forestiers A IA Chromaticism, technical passages, high 
tessitura, endurance 

Pascal, Claude Sonate D IA Lip trills, stopped horn, 
composite/mixed meters 

Planel, Robert Caprice D M Technical passages, range 
Planel, Robert Légende M M Mixed/composite meters, chromaticism 
Semler-Collery, 
Jules 

Pièce Concertante M D Chromaticism, technical passages, 
stopped horn 

Tomasi, Henri Concerto A A Range, endurance, flexibility, technical 
passages 
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